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Report: Gay Prisoners Given Elec
tric
Shocks in 1950s
LONDON (AP) — Homosexual
prisoners were given electric
shocks in government—sponsored
tests in the 1950s to see if homo—
sexuality could be controlled, The
Guardian newspaper reported.
Documents released by the gov—
ernment showed that inmates were
given shocks if they stared at pic—
tures of men for more than eight
seconds, the newspaper said. Other
inmates were given the female hor—
mone estrogen.
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New Drugs Spur Call
for

Reporting

Cases

by

HIV

Name

By James Burke
Associated Press Writer
SEATTLE (AP) — The first
U.S. decline in new AIDS cases is
boosting support for a proposal
once considered too controversial
to fly: identifying and monitoring
«everyone who tests positive for the
—virus that causes the disease.
see ___ Such ashift—gainingmomen—
~"tumatthe state and federallevel
— would change years of public
«health policy and mark the end of
"AIDSexceptionalism."
In Washington state, public—
health officials now track only full—
blown AIDS cases. Under the new
proposal, they would monitor —
by name — everyone who tests
positive for HIV, the human immu—
nodeficiency virus that causes
AIDS, and try to notify their sexual
or needle—sharing partners that they
have been exposed and may be in—
fected.
The federal Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) is
asking all states to consider the
policy change. Now that new AIDS
drugs are keeping people with HIV
healthier longer — leading to a
drop in full—blown AIDS cases —
such a change would enable au—
thorities to get more HIV—positive
people on the drugs sooner.
"We need to keep our policies
in line with the new scientific\evi-

dence that early notification saves
lives," said Dr. Alonzo Plough, di—
rector of the Seattle—King County
Department of Public Health.
"Names reporting is the best
way for us to keep track of the epi—
demic and to make sure individu—
als and infected partners have this

The Guardian also said that the
The Home Office, which funded
the study by London University, documents showed the government
concluded at the time that up to half was concerned that legalizing ho—
the men who participated in the mosexuality would encourage
trial "have benefited from it — in greater numbers of people to try it.
"Would homosexual conduct
the sense that they are less likely to
spread, or, losing the glamor of re—
indulge in homosexual behavior."
The newspaper did not report bellion, decline?" the paper quoted
when during the 1950s the trial was a government report as saying.
In 1957, the government or—
carried out, or on how many
people. It said that experiments dered a review of Britain‘s homo—
were carried out at four prisons in sexuality laws, which resulted in
their liberalization 10 years later.
England.

Affirmative Action, Gay Rights
Among
Issues to Confront Lawmakers
By Darlene Superville
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Re—
publicans will be taking aim at
scores of federal programs benefit—
ing women and racial minorities
next year in Congress, where a
number of civil rights battles will
be played out against a backdrop
of election politics.
Affirmative action and related
issues had begun to heat up just
before lawmakers went home ear—
lier this month. But 1998 is a con—
_gressional election —year, and one
Republican lawmakersays he‘s
ready again to push a bill ending
federal race— and gender—based pro—
grams.
—
’

information."
The change would also mean
that epidemiologists could — for
the first time —— enlist traditional
public—health strategies in the battle
against AIDS.
For years, the stigma of a dis—
ease that primarily infected Gay
men and injected—drug abusers was
so great that officials — at the in—
_ sistenceof the Gay community —
relied on nontraditional methods —
such as anonymous testing and
:
treatment.
Thirty states (including Tennes—
see, Arkansas and Mississippi) al—
Rep. Charles Canady, R—Fla.,
ready record the names of people said Congre
ss shouldn‘t wait for
who have tested positive for HIV. courts
to act, even though they are
Names reporting has long been increasingly ruling against
affirma— —
used to help contain and combat tive action.
The programs, he said,
other dangerous infectious dis— are based on the "flawe
d belief that
eases. The state monitors 54 such we will
be able to overcome dis—
ailments including measles, tuber— crimina
tion by practicingdiscrimi—
culosis, whooping cough, certain nation.
"
types of hepatitis and several sexu—
"That is a dead end," he said.
ally transmitted diseases.
"It won‘t work."
Now some health authorities say
Other civil rights issues facing
it‘s time to add HIV to the list.
Congress in 1998 include:
They want the freedom to attack
—Bill Lann Lee‘s nomination
AIDS with the traditional tools of to be
the nation‘s top civil rights
public health: routine testing of enforcer.
largesegments of the population;
—Legislation to outlaw job dis—
names reporting of those who test crimination against Gays.
HIV positive; and notification of
—A House investigation of
people who may have been infected voter fraud
in the election of Demo—
so that they—can get tested for HIV cratic
Rep. Loretta Sanchez, which
and seek treatment if necessary.
elicited cries of racism from minor—
The CDC considers names re— ity Democrats.
porting of HIV the only accurate
Karen Narasaki, executive di—
way to "track the front end of the rector
of the National Asian Pacific
epidemic," said Judith Billings, the Americ
an Legal Consortium,
state‘s former top school official which
supports Lee, saidthe 105th
and a member of the President‘s Congre
ss was trying to undermine
Advisory Council on HIV—AIDS.
existing civil rights laws.
"They feel a real sense of ur—
"Thankfully they failed this
See Name Reporting on Page 20
year in most of their attempts
but

wehave no reason to believe they
won‘t repeat the effort next year,"
she said.
Canady‘s attempt to advance the
anti—affirmative action bill in No—
vember was blocked when Rep.
George Gekas, R—Pa., questioned
the timing. Gekas, who also op—
poses affirmative action, doubted
whether Congress should be in—
volved.
:
Gekas said a "legislative slam—
« bang" solution would be counter—
productive, considering that judges
are reviewing the issue.
The tug—of—war over affirmative
action also doomed President
Clinton‘s choice of Lee to enforce
the nation‘s civil rights laws.
The Senate returned Lee‘s
nomination to the White House af—
ter the Judiciary committee dead—
locked 9—9, with nine Republicans
opposed to his support of affirma—
tive action. Its eight Democrats and
Sen. Arlen Specter, R—Pa., sup—
ported the Los Angeles lawyer.
Lee‘s supporters want Clinton.
to resubmit his nomination next
year.
Some said it was unfair for the
Senate to expect Lee to disagree on
affirmative action with the presi—
dent who nominated him. Others
accused Republicans of rejecting
Lee because he is Chinese—Ameri—
can.
"For Asian—Americans, he is our
highest hope that there is no glass
ceiling for us," said an angry Rep.
Patsy Mink, D—Hawaii, chair—

woman of the Congressional
Asian—Pacific Caucus.
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R—Utah, a
leading Lee opponent, said reject—
ing Lee would send a message
about preference policies that are
dividing America.
"It‘s not a matter of race or of
anything else," explained Hatch,
the Senate sponsor of Canady‘s
bill. "It‘s a matter of principle."
Ethnic origin also was an issue
in the House dispute over the
Sanchez election. Democrats re—
peatedly accused Republicans of
continuing the investigation into
the election because she is Mexi—
can—American. Republicans denied
the charges.
Her opponent, former Rep. Bob
Dornan, a conservative Republi—
can, claims voter fraud by illegal
immigrants and noncitizens con—
tributed to his 984—vote defeat. But
despite constant pressure from
Democrats to end it, the investiga—
tion that began last January is ex—
pected to extend into 1998.
Clinton, meanwhile, raised the
profile of Gay rights issues in his
speech last month to the Human
Rights Campaign, the first to a na—
tional Gay and Lesbian civil rights
group by a sitting president. The
president urged Congress to pass
pending legislation that would ban
job bias because of sexual orienta—
tion.
A similar bill failed by one vote
in the Senate in 1996.

_

Television

Keeps Gay Men‘s Love

by Ira L. King

tured on a prime time sitcom anytime soon.
The public is willing to accept a movie
like In & Out for two reasons. One, it‘s char—
acters are larger than life. They‘re seeing
Hollywood, where everybody knows the
characters are actors playing parts. There is
no real threat of those men coming into their
living rooms. Tom Selleck kissing Kevin
Kline was at best amusing to the average
straight moviegoer. Surely kissing on the lips
is not something that American men do to
each other as an act of genuine affection —
dare I say love. And do we want to see men
kissing anywhere other than on the big
screen? Movies have
more readily tackled
Gay relationships

Ellen is out (of the closet). In & Out is in.
The Bird Cage successfully flew into the
hearts of viewing audiences. There are more
— than 30 Gay characters on the hundreds of
TV programs in the US. This is good — for
Lesbians that is. For Gay men only the big
screen movie houses are brave enough to
show us as we are in real life — real.
While we all rejoice in the fact that Ellen
DeGeneres has brought the Lesbian mys—
tiqueirito the homes of everyday Americans,
it must be noted that no such plans are cur—
rently in the works for
Gay men. After the
brouhaha over Ellen‘s
coming out, advertisers
VIEWPOINT

didn‘t know whether to
support the show or !
stay in their conserva—
tive closets. Public acceptance of Ellen has
made them rethink their "conventional wis—
dom" regarding the spending of their adver—
tising dollars. After Ellen‘s coming out the
world did not come to an end. It did not snow
in hell. After all, these were Lesbians on
TV... a novelty to be sure.
It seems that in our culture women are in
some waysstill second class citizens. Which
is why Lesbians will be tolerated on TV and
Gay men will not. Unless media moguls are
willing to update their double standard (it‘s
okay if they‘re women, but not if they‘re
men), we won‘t be seeing healthy male—to—
male relationships being initiated and nur—

from The Bird Cage to
In & Out. But that‘s
because the longer
7
format of film allows
character development. In television sitcoms,
there are only 22 minutes to introduce, tell
and wrap—up a story. Hence TV can only deal
with surface issues. There is no time for ex—
tensive character development.
The second reason is that mainstream
straight America does not want to be con—
fronted with the subject of homosexuality on
a weekly basis. It‘s okay for two women to
express their affection for one another on
national television (because after all, they are
the weaker sex — as any good fundamen—
talist will tell you). But the very thought of
homosexual men expressing love for each
other on national television in front of a na—
tion hungry to see the positive, affirming side

Lives

in the Closet

of the Gay community is for many absurd.
For many being Gay is not synonymous with
being masculine.
A few years ago a Thirty Something epi—
sode showed twomale characters in bed to—
gether the morning after. That episode cost
ABC over a million dollars in lost advertis—
ing. As noted in USA Today, "The uproar
over Ellen seems to have abated since last
season. But ABC‘s programming heads re—

idealistic image of what a man ought to be,
how he ought to behave and who he ought
to be with. God did not give them this duty.
They simply took it upon themselves and are
very reluctant to let go of it or modify it.
This makes them nothing more than well
paid hypocrites.
The network executives are aided and
abetted: in their thinking by those religious
zealots in organizations like the Family Re—

Opinions expressed in editorials,
commentaries and letters
are those of the authors.

main skittish. Each episode in the Ellen—
Laurie story line has received a TV—14 rat—
ing and run with a parental advisory warning
that the show contains adult content.
I wonder what it would be if two men
were pursuing a relationship. Spin City‘s
Michael Boatman, who portrays a Gay com—
munity liaison, says, "TV won‘t depict a ro—
mance between Gay men because it‘s
threatening to the male psyche. It completely
challenges their sexuality."
Yet another reason Gay men will have a
long wait to get into the viewer‘s living room
is the predominantly male make—up of the
networks. Network executives tend to live
by a double—standard — do as I say and not
as I do. It is no secret that Gay and Lesbian
men and women are on network payrolls and
contribute much of the creativity that has
made many shows successful. Network ex—
ecutives see it as their duty to uphold the
Judeo—Christian, straight, fundamentalist,

search Council who see any portrayal of
Gays as an attack on morality and culture.
As studios like Disney continue to ignore the
threats of the Southern Baptist Convention
and others and give the public a complete
picture of life in these United States, there is
hope that both homosexual men and women
will find a home among the myriad of
sitcoms that permeate the airwaves.
The bottom line is, TV is too macho for
its own good. I am glad that Ellen has legiti—
mized homosexual orientation. I am happy
that because of Ellen more and more fami—
lies are becoming comfortable with the Gay
and Lesbian community and allowing their
children to see homosexuals as average _
Americans. It‘s time, however, to branch out
and introduce the other side of the coin to
the public. Yes, America, there are men who
love other men. They live in open and hon—
est relationships. These relationships deserve
the same air time as Ellen.

We‘re Back on Schedule!
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Present
A Contemporary Tale Of Divorce And
Homosexuality
— Variety Called It, "...a feat of comic storytelling."
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ItoAllowASame-SexHarassment Cases
In the ornate
courtroom,
whereby
a victim of illegal discrimination in
arguments
usually
aredominated
the all—male environment of an off—
references
to
legal
fine
points,
jus—
shore oil rig.
tices spoke on Dec. 3 ofemployers
"How can we know how these
gross people would have treated
whomightpattheirworkers"onthe
fanny"
and of themade"disgusting"
women?" she asked. Perhaps, she
sexual
allegations
by
the
oil
added, the treatment Oncale alleg—
worker.
But
the
gender
of
alleged
edly suffered was "a disgusting:
assailants
andjustices
victimssuggested.
was irrel—
way to show they didn‘t like him"
evant,"A many
and had nothing to do with his sex.
O‘Connor sounded a similar
Jew
couldBreyer
discriminate
theme by asking Clinton adminis—
against
a
Jew,"
said.
"An
tration lawyer Edwin Kneedler:
African—American
againstagainst
an Afri—an
can—American,
an
Italian
«"Suppose an employer has the un
Italian.
Why
isn‘t
it
possible
that
a
fortunate habit of patting every
homosexual...coulddiscriminate?"
single employee — both male and
he The
asked.highest court‘s — decision
female — on the fanny every day.
How do you show discrimination?"
could
have
enormous
importance
Kneedler, who argued that Title —
VII covers same—sex harassment,
forgroups
American
business.
Gay
rights
are watching
closely,
too,
had to concede that an "equal—op—
though
there
is
nothing
in
the
court
portunity harasser" might not be
violating the law.
papers
to
indicate
that
the
worker,
Kneedler recounted two of
hisassailants
supervisor
or two other alleged
is
homosexual.
Oncale‘s allegations — that two
men grabbed his genitals and one
If the harassment
court shouldneverviolates
rule that
same—sex
of them placed his penis against
Oncale‘s head.
Title
VII, victims
oflefthomosexual
Oncale‘s lawyer, Nicholas
harassment
would
be
without
a
federal
remedy.
Canaday III of Baton Rouge, La.,
also alluded to another allegation
Comments and
— a shower room assault involv—

Court Seems Ready

By RichardPressCarelli
Associated
Writer
WASHINGTON
(AP)—Inan
extraordinary
sessionof
graphic.
talk,
the
Supreme
Court
appeared
ready Dec.
3 to rule thatapplies
a law
against
sexharassment
even
the harasser
and vic—
timSixarewhen
the
same
sex.
ofthea ruling
court‘sthatninejustices
criticized
barredoila
federal
lawsuit
by
a
Louisiana
rigworkerwho
saidharassed
he wasbysexu—his
ally
pursued
and
maleA lower
supervisor.
court ruled
that a fed—
eral
law
banning
on—the—job
dis—to
crimination
never
applies
same—sexWilliam
harassment,
but Chief:
Justice
H.
Rehnquistsaid
at one point, "i don‘t see how we
couldpossiblysustaintheruling."
JusticesH. Ruth
BaderJohn
Ginsburg,
David
Souter,
Paul
Stevens,
Antonin
Scalia
and
Stephen
G.
Breyer
also
voiced
grave
doubts
about ruling
thatVIIof
the
federal
law,
known
asTitle
theCivil Rights
Act of1964,
can—
notapply
tosame—sex
harassment.

Justices Anthony M. Kennedy and
Sandra Day O‘Connor were more
difficult to categorize.
Justice Clarence Thomas, a
former Equal Employment Oppor—
tunity Commission chairman
whose,Supreme Court confirma—
tion hearing was marked by sensa—
tional: allegations of sexual
harassment, sat silently throughout
the 60—minute session. He seldom
comments during such sessions. —
The term "harassment" does not
appear in the text of Title VII but
the Supreme Court ruled in 1986
that harassment amounts to dis—
crimination if it creates a "hostile
environment" in the workplace.
In subsequent rulings, the jus—
tices said a hostile environment can
come about not only by overtly
sexual behavior but also by "dis—
intimidation, ridicule
and insult ... sufficiently severe or
pervasive to alter the conditions of
the victim‘s employment."
The justices took their initial
vote in the case Dec. 5, but an—
nouncement of a final decision
‘could take months.
While it appeared clear the court _
will revive John Oncale‘s lawsuit
against his former employer,
Ginsburg suggested that he might
have a dlfﬁcult time proving he.was
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to its"Thismission.
_ policy that‘s
is
a
national
very simple,"
saidofAmerica
Gregg Shields.
_.
"The
Boy
Scouts
have
long taught
the valuesheld by
scouting
families.
"A personlifestyle
who engages
inrolea —
homosexual
is
not
a
modelDale,fornowthose27values."
and
working
at a
New
York
City
public
relations
firm,wants
to be reinstated.
"Discrimination
goes
against _
everything
I
learnedin
my
12years
ofrelease
Scouting,"
Dale
saidattorneys.
in a press"I
issued
by
his
wantthe
BoywhatScoutsofAmericato
give
back
I earnedand
allow
meDespite
to continue
to
serve."
theSannational
policy, the
Boy
Scouts‘
Francisco—area
chapter
last"don‘tyearask,
adopted
a more
lenient
don‘t
tell"
policy toward Gays.
Degeneris Given ACLUAward
me."
&
i
(AP) "From the beginning, I said that with
— DeGeneres has been fighting
—to BEVERLYHILLS,Calif.
Ellen
DeGeneres
never
wanted
with ABC executives in an effort
be
a
spokeswoman
for
Gay
to remove the parental guidance
rights,butthat‘sexactlywhathap—
warnings at the beginning of her
pened
after
she
publicly
disclosed
show.
hersexual
orientation.
The ACLU gave her its Bill of
"Ijust
got
to
the
place
where
I
Rights
Award for advancing ° the
didn‘t
wantandto livethankmy God
life feeling
— cause of Gay rights 100—fold"" by
ashamed,
that
I
announcmg her sexual orientation
don‘thavetodothatanymore,"she
in the April 14 issue of Time maga—
said
Dec.
7
at
a
dinner
where
she
zine and laterappearing on the
washonoredbytheAmericanCivil _

F

§

sexual orientation.
In his argument, Wolfson noted
that the Scouts‘ commitment to |
being "morally straight" never
mentions sexual orientation. The
Scouts, he says, stand for "teach—
ing boys teamwork, self—reliance,
courage, to respect the rights of all:
people."
A national spokesman for the
Boy Scouts says the organization‘s
stand on homosexuality is crucial

fornia.

I didn‘t want to become a spokes—
man for Gay rights. But here I am,"
she said.
_
DeGeneres said her ABC sitcom
Ellen serves an important function
in trying to remove the stigma at—
tached to Gays and Lesbians. —,
"But there‘s still a lot more to
do," she said. "There‘s a warning
label on my show sending a mes—

beertles Union of Southern Cah-
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men," he said.

Appeals for |
Scout

Wolfson argued Dale‘s case be—
fore a three—judge state Appellate
Division panel of Superior Court
judges Dec. 8. The judges did not
immediately rule.
Dale earned 30 merit badges,
seven achievement honors and
other awards, and was an Eagle
Scout during his 12 years as a
Scout.
He was expelled in 1990 after
the Boy Scouts learned he was Gay

"When you are buying or selling a home,

Randy Wildor

ing a bar of soap. _
Oncale‘s lawsuit stems from hlS
four months of work in 1991 as a

Reinstatement
HACKENSACK, N.J. (AP) — from a newspaper article. He sued
Kicking James Dale out of the Boy the organization in 1992 and a
Scouts because he is Gay violates Monmouth County judge ruled in
the state‘s anti—discrimination law, the Scouts‘ favor in 1995, calling
attorneys saidin an appeal to rein— homosexuality "a serious moral
state the former assistant scoutmas— > wrong."
Dale‘s attorneys claim the Boy
ter.
"We want an end to this dis— Scouts policy violates New
criminatory policy," attorney Evan Jersey‘s anti—discrimination law,
_ Wolfson said of the Boy Scouts of which was expanded in 1992 to
America‘s 80—year—old practice of prohibit most organizations from
discriminating on the basis of
barring homosexuals.
'

I can make a difference!"
Call me and let me showyou how."

roustabout assigned to a Gulf of
Mexico oil rig with Sundowner
_—Offshore Services.
His lawsuit against Sundowner
and three men said he was sexu— _
ally assaulted, battered, touched
and threatened with rapeby his di—
rect supervisor, John Lyons, and a
‘second supervisor, Danny Pippen.
Another —defendant, co—worker
Brandon Johnson, was accused of
assisting in one of the alleged inci—
dents.
—
~All three men named as defen—
dants say no harassment occurred,
and portray their conduct as haz—
ing or locker—room horseplay. _
Oncale‘s lawsuit said he twice
reported the situation to his
—employer‘s highest—ranking repre—
sentative on the job site, but no ac—
tion was taken. Oncale quit, the
lawsuit said, because he feared the
harassment would escalate to rape.
—— Houston lawyer Harry Reasoner
argued for Sundowner that Con—
gress never intended to have the
1964 law extend to "relationships —
between people of the same sex."
"There is no evidence that they
intended to federalize the regula—
tion of conduct between men. and "

sage that thereis something wrong

groundbreaking Ellen episode.

_
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‘Cautlously Optimistic AfterInternet Summit
Internet civil liberties group in
currenttechnology
isstill
imperfect
NEW
YORK—
The
Gay
&
Washington,
DC (http://www transgend‘er‘parents want a world
and
posesa
threat
to
many
educa—
_ tion
Lesbian
AllianceAgainstDefama—
.cdt.org/). "In order to help assure without inappropriate images or
tional,
informational
and
support
(GLAAD),
thenation‘s
only
the goals of diversity and in— speech for our children. However;
resources
on the
Internet. indus— that
Lesbian
and
Gay
media
advocacy
formed
user choice among filters we are concerned that the current
"GLAAD
challengesthe
group,
has
announced
its
success—
are
met,
CDT has announced the versions of filteringsoftwaredis—
try
to
develop
technology
that
will
fulSummit:
participation
inChildren
the Internet
creation of the Filtering and Free play a world without contrast, di—
filter
inappropriate
materials
on
—
Focus
on
and,
Forum and is pleased that versity or our families. The Internet
the
Internet
whilethatleaving
intact Speech
while
having
reservations
about
GLAAD
will participate in this . Online Summit is a start, but fu—
many
resources
have
acciden—
— certain
policy
issues,
pledged
to
important
between civil ture meetings must focus on solu—
tally
been
blocked
through
under—
continue
educating
thedeveloping
technologyre— developed technology,"—said Loren libertarians,dialogue
press and"
tions where all divergent views are
industry,
as
well
as
included and the
Javier,
GLAAD‘s
interactive
me—
sources
for
parents,
educators
and
——dia
Director.
"GLAAD
plans
to
librarians.
continue
offering
itselfInternet
as a fil—re—
GLAADreportreleased
its ground—
source
to
the
various
breaking
"Access
Denied:
manufacturers,
andin:
The
Impacton ofInternet
Filtering
. teringsoftware
Antl-Dlscrlmmatlon &
istheencouraged
to
see
that
many
Software
the
Lesbian
and
Gay
—~Community"atthesummittodem—
— industry are
Policy on SexualOrientationfor Civilians _
onstrate
its
concerns
about
theuse
ofsequences
filtering for
software
and
the
con—
S
Lesbian,
Gay,
bi—
sexual,
transgender
andallied
users
of
the
Internet.
This
report
marks
the
first
time
a
Lesbian
and
Gay
nationalorganization
haspro—
ducedresearchandanalysisofsuch
— cess.
depth on|_ the issue of; Internet ac—R
While GLAAD appreciates the
importanceofbeginningadialogue
around
child safety sharesparents‘
onthe Internet
andrecognizesand
concerns, it istroubledbytheover—
emphasis
onforththeby"technology
toolbox"
set
summit.
As outlined in "AccesstheDenied,"
ployees based on color,national
GLAAD

"Gay, Lesbian, brsexual, and

publrshmg :
organizations, Internet service pro—
commumty is an
viders, filteringcompames and active participant in the process,"
child advocacy groups."
said Jim Fagelson, a summit par—

ticipant and—a director of the Gay
and Lesbian Parents Coalition In— —
ternational (GLPCI) which repre—
sents the 25 million Lesbian, Gay,
bisexual and transgender parents,
their partners andchildren in the
United States: —
§
GLAAD is a national organization
that promotesfair, accurate and inclu— —
sive representation of individuals and
events in the media as a means ofcom—
bating homophobia and all forms of
discrimination based on sexual orien— _
tation or identity.
as

Air Force Issues Written

receptrve
GLAAD also plans, in the sprrrt
of public education outlinedat the
summit, to form acoalition of Les—
bian, Gay, bisexual and transgen—
der parent, family, youth and—
education organizations to develop
a list of "family—friendly" Lesbian
and Gay Web sites that it will make
available through GLAAD Online
(www.glaad.org).
"We commend GLAAD for —
their careful analysis of commer—
cial filtering software, for surfac—
ing serious issues, and for their
constructive recommendations,"
said Daniel Weitzner, deputy direc—
tor of the Center for Democracy
and Technology (CDT), a leading
$

d‘lemp/Lu
(907) 276— 0282
_| Books & More fort Women & Their Friends

WASHINGTON — In one of ‘conditions." Widnall retrred from
her last acts as secretary of the Air the Air Force at the end of Octo—
Force, Sheila Widnall issued an ber. —
"As every worker knows, it is
anti—discrimination policy stating
for the first timein writing that the far more powerful when an em—
Air Force would not discriminate ployer is willing to place such poli— —
against civilian employees based cies in writing for all to see," said
on sexual orientation, the Human David M. Smith, HRC‘s senior
strategist. "This is especially true
Rights Campaign announced.
On Oct. 29, Widnall issued a of policies against sexual orienta—
memorandum reiterating the Air tion discrimination because there is
Force‘s equal opportunity policies, no federal law protecting people
which she called "straightforward" against this kind of unfairness.
"That Sheila Widnall issued this
—
tolerance for any kind of
unlawful discrimination against written policy as one of her final
military members orcivilian em— acts as secretary underscores her
recognition of the importance of
origin, race, religion or sex, and in creating such a document."
the case of civilian employees, also — _ — The Navy has also established
age,sexualorientation or disabling — inwriting that it will not discrimi—

More Than 300 Attend

nate against civilian employees
based on sexual orientation.
In 1993, President Clinton inter—
preted an executive order issued by
then—President Carter as protecting
all federal workers from job dis—
crimination based on sexual orien——
tation. He instructed all Cabinet—
level agencies to amend their non— —
«discriminationpolicies to explicitly
add sexual orientation. —
The Human Rights Campaign, —
the largest national Lesbian and
Gay political organization, and lob— —
bies Congress, provides campaign _ ,'
support, and educates thepublic to _
ensure that Lesbian and Gay —
Americans can be open,honest,
and safe at home, at work and Ii n a*
the community.

Colorado

Forum

on Anti—Discrimination

Members OnlyStore Hours
Tuesday, Jan.6,
Noon—8 pm
~ General Public Shopping Hours
20% to 50%
Off

Wed.—Sat, Jan.7—10
10 am—6pm—
_ Sunday, Jan. 11

Noon—4 pm

Lambe LCSsw
Joyce Schimenti, Lesw
Sheridan

j

Specializing in _
¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
Y. Depre551on/Anx1ety Counsehng

6263 Poplar Ave¥ Su1te 605
%
901—761—9178
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~_FORT COLLINS, Colo. (AP)
— Speakers supporting a proposal
to extend anti—discrimination pro—
tection to homosexuals outnum—
bered opponents more than three to
oneat a public forum on proposed —
changes to Fort Collins‘ human
rights ordinance. —.
More than 300 people attended
the meeting Dec. 3. The forum was
sponsored by a volunteer citizen
task force that has been studying
the ordinance. —
§
The question of whether sexual
orientation should be added to the
ordinance dominated the meeting.
Two proposedordinances have
been drafted to change the city‘s
~ anti—discrimination law.
The first contains several revi—

sions, including new defrnmons brimmed hats to hide their identi—
that make a violation of the law a ties, told task force members they
civil rather than a criminal matter, feared discrimination if they were
and altering the process for han— recognized as Lesbians.
Opponents said giving Gays
dling complaints.
—
The second ordinance adds protected status would infringe on
— the freedom of others to speak out
sexual orientation to the law.
Proponents of that changesaid against homosexual activity, which
Gays and Lesbians routinely face they consider immoral and un—
discrimination when trying to find healthy.
"We have got to bring discipline
employment and housing.
"I could stand uphere and tell into thisculture and not accept ev— _
many stories of discrimination that erything to our danger," said Jack
I‘ve heard and experienced," said Cox. "If we accept everything on —
Stacy Shelp. "My frustration is the basis of ‘feel good," we are
how many stories does it take to doomed to fail."
$ Opponents of the changesaid
believe discrimination and oppres—
sion happens here in Fort Collins." they would force an election on the
coun—
Two women in the audience, law if it is passed by the crty
who wore masks and wrde- cil.

Gay Republican

In a Dec. 2 special election,

29f
year—old openly Gay conservative
Republican David Catania beat
overwhelming odds to become the
first openly Gay candidate to be
elected tothe D.C. City Council.
Cataniais the first Republican
ever in thecity‘s history to win a
head—to—head election against a
Democrat, in what is historically a

Breaks D.C. Mold

Democratic stronghold.
Catania beat his opponent,
Arrington Dixon, by a margin of
43 percent to 37 percent.
According to the Gay organiza—
tion Log Cabin Republicans,
Catania captured over 70 percent

of the vote in heavily Lesbian and
Gayprecinets. "David Catania‘s
victory is an example of how a

message of fiscal conservatism,
fighting crime and reforming edu—
cation combined with tolerance and
respect for individual rights for all
citizens is winning elections for
Republicans around the country,"
said Log Cabin Executive Direc— —
tor Rich Tafel.

Advisors‘S'ay Clinton Losing. Momentum in Fight Against AIDS—
By LauraPress
Meckler
it istooexpensiveto
let peoplewith
AIDS
council,
in itshasdraft
report,
Thehas"failed
administration,
thethecour—
rep
Associated
Writer cil."We believe progress on the HIV
intothehealthprogram
forthe
says
not
enough
been
done
says,
toexhibit
battle
againsthe said
AIDSin isanlosing
mo— poor
to The
accessdrugsAIDS—fighting
sinceGoreApril,
when Vice
President age and political will needed to
WASHINGTON
(AP)—Presi—
mentum,"
interview
drugs.
cost
about
Al
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the
initiative.
pursue public health strategies that
dent
Clinton‘s
AIDS
advisers
is—
while
attending
a
meeting
of
the
$12,000
per
person
per
year.
"Many
months
have
passed,
no
arepolitically
difficult
butthat have
sued
a
harsh
report
card
Dec.
7
panel.
Officials
had
hoped
the
plan
pilot
project
has
been
put
in
place,
been
shown
to
save
lives."
accusing
theitsadministration
oflet—
The report praises
the Clinton
would
pay
for longer
itself byandkeeping
and theadministration
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in
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increased
fund—
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saving
send
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in policy.
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future
hospital
care
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even
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this
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the
needle
exchange
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"Progress
in
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federal
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and more efficient spending millions
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said
members
were
pleased
that
sponse
to
AIDS
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researchcallmoney.
ItAIDS
also officials ofdollars
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cent
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said.
for
an
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saysto layout
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authority
to approve
the programs,
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priority
for
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Thurman,
who
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failed
a
coherent
which
some
in
Congress
wanted to
during the president‘s sec— "As history will undoubtedly council‘s session Dec. 6, empha— strategic plan of action," particu— takeaway. Now, hesaid, they‘11
see
ondterm,"saidadraftofaprogress
record,
PresidentClinton
isthefirst
sized
thatthe
administration
isstill
larly
its
failure
to
fund
needle
ex—
if
the
administration
takes
advan—
report.
American
chiefto executive
toAIDS
take searching for ways to get AIDS change programs, criticized by tage of it.
The
report
cites
the
admini—
serious
action
address
the
drugs to people with HIV. But the some as promoting drug use.
stration‘s
failure
to
expand
Med—
crisis,"
it
says.
"However,
most
of
icaidtoget
AIDS—fightingdrugs
to these important strides occurred Southwest States Grapple Wit
people
infectedwith
the
HIVvirus
h Issues
during
the president‘s
first term."
and
accusesClintonoflacking"the
Clinton‘s
AIDS
policy
chief,
of Gay Parenting
courage andforpolitical
will" totofund
Sandra
Thurman,
responded
that
programs
drug
addicts
ex—
the
issuesmorecomplex
surrounding asAIDS
have While in Texas child welfare child," not sexual orientation. selection thatmay denyGaypeople
change
dirty
syringes
for
clean
become
attention
officials are defending a policy al— The explanation comes as an— thechance tobe fosterparent. "It‘s
ones.
has
turned
from
the
basics
ofpre—
lowing
Gayandmen
and Lesbians
toin other CPS employee, Rebecca tragicthatsome politicianshaven‘t
It‘s
the
second
progress
report
vention
and
early
funding
to
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be
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Bledsoe,the threatened
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and
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policy
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question—
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after
being
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advisers.
The
first,
in
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Tim Coali—
Fisher
proposals.
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g
saying
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for
violating
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and
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also
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understand
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Gaypeopledonot fall intoherdefi— CPS policies by removing a foster tion International (GLPCIN.
administration‘s
failure
to
fund
tions,"
she
said
in
an
interview.
nition
of a "very normal, stable child from the care of a Lesbian "We applaud the Texas Child
needle
exchange
programs,
but
it
"We‘regrapplingwith
somereally
family."
couple,citingthestatesodomy
law. Protective Services for realizing
emphasized
that
Clinton
had
done
hard
stuff.
Taking
care
of
people
Last
month,TexasChildProtec—
Meanwhile,
in
Arizona
Child
that the children must come first.
any of his predecessors in the short run and taking care of tive Services (CPS) spokeswoman ProtectiveServicesdonotcurrently Every
has assright to a loving
tomorefightthanAIDS.
peoplethings."
in the long run are two dif— Linda Edwards said that the pri— inquireaboutan applicant‘ssexual home, child
regardle
This
report
is
harsher,
said
Dr.
ferent
mary criteria for qualifying to be a orientation, and Governor Jane sexual orientation." of a parent‘s
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Hitt,
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Parents to Appeal Decision That Keeps GayTolerance Poster in Class
Underneath
in small orientation
lettering is :
the
message,
"Sexual
has
nothingmark,to doletalone
with themakeability
totory."
makea
his—
Leckie,
an English
teacher,
said
she
had
never
received
any
com—
plaintswhen
aboutthethePodguskis
poster until
lastto
year,
asked
have it promotes
removed.homosexuality
They say the
poster
and has no educational value.

are considering filing a civil law—
CHESTERTON, Ind. (AP) —
The parents who object .to a class— — suit, John Stepanovich, an attorney
room poster promoting tolerance with The American Center for Law
and Justice, said Tuesday. The
for homosexuals will ask the Indi—
group is aiding the Podguskis.
ana State Board of Education to
"This issue is not about toler—
overturn a decision allowing it to
ance of homosexuality," Stepan—
stay.
®
ovich said in a written statement.
Cathy and David Podguski also

Disney Chief Says

Anti—Gay Boycotts a
During a Nov. 23 interview on
CBS‘ 60 Minutes, Disney Chair—
man Michael Eisner announced the
failure of a boycott attempt by lead—
ers of the Southern Baptist Conven—
tion because of the company‘s
inclusion and fair treatment of Les—
bians and Gay men.
Eisner noted that the boycott at—
tempt "hasn‘t had a financial ef—
fect." Specifically addressing
ABC‘s Ellen, Eisner called the de—
velopment of the openly Lesbian
lead character "very well done,"
and noted that same—sex kissing on
the show did not offend him.
"It would be hard to ask ABC,
either in their news division
_ or...their entertainment division to
cancel or edit something out that

Flop

was mature."
In the year ending Sept. 30,
Disney‘s revenues have risen by a
reported 6 percent to $22.5 billion,
while its operating income has
soured 18 percent to $4.3 billion.
"While GLAAD supports any
group‘s right to call a boycott, the
leaders of the Southern Baptist
Convention clearly have little sup—
port from Southern Baptists, much
less other Americans," said
GLAAD Executive Director Joan
M. Garry.
"The boycott‘s a bust because
most people simply don‘t support
their ‘sky is falling‘ scare tactics
around fair representations of Les—
bians and Gay men."

"It is an issue about control and
raises an important question: Who
is responsible for teaching values
to our children?"
The Duneland School Board
voted 4—1 on Dec. 8 to uphold a
district committee‘s unanimous
decision that the poster meets cur—
riculum standards and can remain
at Chesterton High School.
Duneland Superintendent Ken—
neth L. Payne defended the
committee‘s decision. "We feel

that we are within the guidelines
of the local policies as well as the
statutes," he said. "And we feel
comfortable this is in the best in—
terests of our students, our staff and
our community."
The black—and—white poster that
has hung in Bonney Leckie‘s class—
room for six years has images of
10 historical figures, including
Cole Porter, Walt Whitman,
Michelangelo
and
Eleanor
Roosevelt.

Southern

Country

(MW AZ]

Oregon School Allows

Lesbian

Folk Duo to

Perform at Theatre
CORVALLIS, Ore. (AP) — A
private school has reversed its de—
cision against letting a Lesbian folk
duo perform at its theater.
The Ashbrook Independent
School announced Dec. 8 it would
rent the 402—seat theater to the
groupfor a March 6 concert by
singers Cris Williamson andTret
Fure.
The school had denied the duo
use ofthe theater because the
Corvallis Folklore Society had re—
fused to change promotional ma—
terials that referred to the singers
as "life partners."
Even though promoters main—
tained the duo‘s act contained no
references to homosexuality, the
school‘s headmaster, Dave Gore,
questioned whether the concert
qualified as "family—style entertain—
ment."
The Folklore Society com—
plained, saying the school‘s action
violated the city‘s anti—discrimina—
tion law.
In a news release Dec. 8, Gore
said, "Our policy against promo—
tion of sexuality in a school the—

ater wasinterpreted as anti—Gay,
and we felt the need to make this
offer.
"It is a good thing to provide a
beautiful place where people can
show their love and reaffirm their
humanity. We have a new appre—
ciation of how important this is to
members of a minority."
Even after the school‘s about—
face, the concert may not happen.
Another show featuring the duo has
been set for Feb. 28 in the 300—seat
Majestic Theatre, producer Mike
Meyer said.
It was Meyer who complained
to the city about a possible viola—
tion of its four—year—old anti—dis—
crimination ordinance. The law
applied to the private school be—
cause of its policy of renting the
theater for non—school activities. —
"It‘s probably too late for (the
Ashbrook show)," Meyer said.
"The damage has already been
done."
:
Even with the school‘s willing—
ness to change its policy, Meyer
said, "I‘m still very frustrated by
what happened."

\_
Make 1998 the year
x~jain Southern Country,
the South‘s Premier
—Country Dance Club.

Tuesdays
8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
at Madison Flame
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Same—Sex Marriage Struggle Moves to Colder Climates
In Alaska and Vermont, Les—
bian and Gay couples continue to
struggle for legal recognition in
spite of attempts to deny same—sex
marriage.
On Nov. 14, Alaskan residents
Jay Brause and Gene Dugan and
their attorney went before Superior
Court Judge Peter Michalski to

challenge a 1996 law specifically
banning same—sex marriage. They
claimed it denied them over 100
state statutes granting particular
rights to married couples, and that
the Alaska Constitution forbids dis—
crimination based on gender.
In Vermont, the Gay and Les—
bian Advocates and Defenders

(GLAD) are working on a legal
response to the state attorney
general‘s claim that a challenge to
law excluding same—sex partners
from the right to marry should be
thrown out of court.
Several statements in the attor—
ney general‘s report refer to child
rearing, questioning Lesbian and

Gay parenting as it relates to mar—
riage law, and claims that it is
within the state‘s interest to exclu—
sively promote the union of men
and women.
"The Vermont case is built upon
a foundation of legal and political
work where Vermont‘s citizens
have worked toward fairness on

this issue," said GLAD Civi
Rights Director Mary Bonaut«
"The state is throwing everythin
at us, including the kitchen sink
But in the end, they don‘t have an
legitimate explanation for the dis
crimination."

Study Shows Adults Fail to Protect
Students from Harassment
mentof Public Health and author loudly .and clearly, is that they fee
Safe Schools, a Washington
of the report, "In half of those abandoned by the very adult
statewide coalition of 90 organiza—
cases, the adults stood by in silence. whose job it is to protect them."
tions, released a study recently re—
vealing the profound failure of What young people are telling us,

PYRAMID—REALTORS
JERRY EVERETT
REALTOR ASSOCIATE
Al
id Realty, Inc.
134 Timber Creek Drive
Memphis, TN 38018

Bus. 901—753—6300
Res. 901—795—8780
Voice Mail 757—2794 ext. 326
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761—7977
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EQUAL

many adults in schools to address:
the anti—gay harassment faced by
students.
In the past 4 years, 91 incidents
were reported, including eight
gang rapes, 19 physical assaults, 14
cases of physical harassment and/
or sexual abuse short of rape, and
34 cases of ongoing verbal or
physical harassment.
Eight of the cases involved
adults who were approached for
help, but who then offended the
youth or actively contributed to
their harassment.
One teacher told a young man,
after his classmates spit on him,
"Maybe you should do more push—
ups. What‘s the matter, don‘t you
like girls?"
In incidents where teens or chil—
dren were targets, about one—fourth
had adult witnesses.
According to Beth Reis, from
the Seattle—King County Depart—
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Lawyer Santioned for
Improper Conduct in
Montel Williams Case
former nanny Carmen Rodrigue
and ex—housekeeper Mari
Gonzalez as clients.
At this point, Martin said in hi
NEW YORK (AP) — A lawyer
who improperly added a Gay male 18—page opinion, Kraft adde
plaintiff to a sexual harassment suit Ernesto Medina, a Gay man wh
against television talk show host claimed he had been subjected t
Montel Williams was sanctioned "sexually offensive conduct" dur
ing seven months as Williams‘ ex
$15,000.
U.S. District Judge John S. Mar— ecutive assistant in 1994—95.
Medina alleged that William
tin said Dec. 10 that W. Randolph
Kraft "behaved egregiously" and ridiculed his sexual orientatior
— demonstrated bad faith in trying to gave him embarrassing "sex toys
keep his role in the high—profile and grabbed his buttocks. z
case alive and subjecting his origi— — spokesman said Williams "vehe
nal clients — four women — to mently denied" the charges, as h
had the earlier ones.
"needless expense."
Martin said Kraft was warned
Martin also said Kraft acted in
defiance of a court‘s warning that by a judge that the case no longer
he could not tack on the new de— belonged in federal court and he
fendant and "the court might well could face sanctions by persisting
impose sanctions" if he did so. _ in a "frivolous" effort to harass,
"There is a clear line between delay or drive up his adversary‘s
zealous advocacy and abuse of the — legal costs.
He said Kraft knew Medina‘s
legal system that an attorney may
not cross," the judge wrote. allegations were "totally distinct"
"Kraft... clearly crossed that line." from those of his original clients
Calls to Kraft‘s office in Jersey — as were those of the former
nanny and housekeeper.
City, N.J., were not returned.
The latter two complained not
The action grew out of a 1996
suit in which Stacy Galonsky, a about Williams, but about his wife
former associate producer of The and mother—in—law walking around
Montel Williams Show, and Mahtri their home topless and displaying
Feldman, a former executive assis— sex toys.
Martin said that as going topless
tant, claimed they were sexually
harassed by Williams and fired af— on New York streets was legal, it
ter they complained. Among their was "hard to see how walking
allegations were that he groped around bare—breasted in one‘s own
them and made lascivious remarks. home... could create a "hostile
Later, two more women who work environment."
Martin said the pair had been
had worked on the syndicated TV
show and two former domestic added to the suit in such haste that
employees of Williams‘ family one of their "central allegations"
were added to the suit — originally was hand—written on court papers.
filed in a NewJersey state court and Because Kraft knew the federal
later moved to federal court at the court had no jurisdiction in their
case, he said, Gonzalez and
defendant‘s request.
By last March, four plaintiffs Rodriguez apparently were in—
had dropped out or fired Kraft as cluded for "public relations... and
their lawyer, leaving him only tactical" purposes.
By Richard Pyle
Associated Press Writer
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World AIDS
by Ira L. King
Monday, December 1, 1997 —
not just another day on the Julian
calendar. This was a day set aside
to give worldwide recognition to all
involved with the HIV/AIDS epi—
demic. In the words of Person with
AIDS Butch Valentine, "This is our
Thanksgiving."
Valentine‘s comments were
made at the World AIDS Day ser—
vice held at downtown‘s First Pres—
byterian Church. He and about 500
others gathered and feasted on the
music, stories and memories of
those who suffer with HIV/AIDS.
According to The Commercial
Appeal more than 30 million
people worldwide are infected with
the virus, and an additional 16,000
are infected daily, the United Na—
tions reported recently.
"The AIDS toll includes 6,902
Tennesseans, of which nearly 54
percent have died. An additional
8,081 have tested positive for the
virus since 1992 but haven‘t devel—
oped the immune system changes,
cancers or infections that charac—
terize AIDS.
"In Shelby County, AIDS has
been diagnosed in 2,098 residents,
of whom 55 percent have died. An
additional 2,960 are infected.
"Public health officials predict

Day:

"It‘s Our Thanksgiving"

AIDS will orphan 80,000 Ameri—
can children by 2000."
_
~ These statistics, while stabiliz—
ing, are still unacceptable. To date,
Third World countries are be—
ing hit the hardest. Where
medical facilities are lacking
and medical treatment is poor
at best, there is little hope of
controlling the disease. In
some third world countries
safe sex is unheard of and "just
say no" is a myth.
The church service had a
mystic uneasiness to it. Uneasy
not because it was morbid or
sad, but because it celebrated
how far we as a society have
come in the war against AIDS.
It was recognized that we are
winning some of the medical
battles, but the war is far from
won.
j
One of the most poignant
and moving parts of the service
was the reading of letters of
three mothers who suffered
with HIV/AIDS. Each related
in her own personal way the
ups and downs of living with
her condition. Some days were
very, very good. Many days
were very, very bad. None
sought pity. All sought understand—
ing.
The looks on the faces of the

people who filled the sanctuary told
the stories of many all too well. At
one point all were ask to call the
names of those near to them who

have died from HIV/AIDS. It was
a good and a bad feeling for me to
be able to call the name of some—

one who had been a friend to me.
economic levels and walks of life.
It was good to be able to call him
This points to the fact that HIV/
to mind and say his name out loud.
AIDS is not a respecter of persons.
I hadn‘t thought about him for a
It is an equal opportunity disease.
couple of years. I don‘t ever
Girl Scouts assistin handing out
want to forget why he‘s not with
oragami cranes and in displaying a
us, anymore.
new panel that is to be added to the
The Memphis Civic Orches—
national AIDS quilt. Attendees
tra was wonderful. Each selec—
were invited to sign the panel fol—
tion was well—suited to the mood
lowing the service.
of the service. From the melan—
For those living with HIV/
choly sounds of the dulcimer to
AIDS, whether they be victims,
the lyric melodies of the solo
caregivers, family members,
flutist each note was crafted to
friends, lovers or clergy, every day
enhance the reverent and hope—
is World AIDS Day. Every day
ful spirit of the service.
groups like Friends for Life, the
The combined choirs of Holy
Ryan White Foundation and Lov—
Trinity Community Church and
ing Arms try to make inroads in
First Congregational United
helping AIDS victims cope with
Church of Christ, adorned in
the daily traumas that go with be—
white shirts with brightly col—
ing HIV positive. They know that
ored stoles, sang beautifully un—
AIDS is more than a synonym for
der the direction of Michael
the plague. They know that T—cell
Scruggs. Even though they were
counts are important. They know
the back—up choir and not the that the right combination of drugs
first choice (the first choice was
is important. They know that a lov—
Olivet Baptist Church choir,
ing, supportive family is important.
which for reasons unknown
They know that helpful friends are
backed out) their performance
important. They know that each
was first rate. They sang well to—
day of life is important.
gether with minimal rehearsal
The church service concluded
and maximum dedication and with the entire sanctuary singing
energy.
"Amazing Grace" while candles
_The sanctuary was filled with
were being lit. It was a very sol—
straights, Gays, Blacks, whites,
emn and moving moment. A recep—
young, old, people from all socio— tion followed.

So how are
you doing on
your New Year‘s
resolutions‘?
LOVE of God IN ACTION.
Safe

Harbor

Metropolitan

Community

Church

P.O. Box 41691, Memphis, TN 38174 « (901) 458—0501 « SafeHMCC@aol.com

Worship: Sundays at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Meets in the "Chapel of the Good Shepherd"
Union Avenue U.M.C. at Union and Cooper (Use the Union Avenue entrance.)
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Sex, Drugs and
By Eddie Dominguez
Associated Press Writer

—

‘MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
They‘ve been compared to a cult,
an estimated 30,000 Gay men who
travel the world to attend wild par—
ties where many engage in sex and
drug use — all in the name of rais—
ing money for AIDScharities.
Welcome to the "Circuit," a
party network that moves from one
big city to another.
"It has turned into a cult," said
Jonathan, a Circuit regular and
flight attendant, who asked that his
full name not be used. "But I pre—
fer the word ‘fraternity.""
The Circuit‘s popularity has
boomed as has the controversy sur—
rounding it. Critics and health ad—
vocates say drugs and unsafe sex
makes Circuit parties a breeding
ground for AIDS and other sexu—
ally transmitted diseases.‘
"People are coming from
around the country, having unsafe
sex and then dispersing around the
country," said Michelangelo
Signorile, a columnist for the Gay
magazine Out and author of Life
Outside which takes a critical look
at the Circuit. "It‘s something that

should be of concern."
The AIDS groups say the criti—
cism is unfair and that events raise
large sums. Health Crisis Network,
the largest AIDS charity in South
«——>Florida, holds the annual White
Party Week, with six days of all—
night partying. It raised more than
$800,000 this year.
"We are very concerned about
the emphasis that is placed on sub—
stance abuse," said Keith Cromley,
development director for the
Health Crisis Network. "Certainly
there are things that can be im—
proved. ... But the good outweighs
the bad."
. The Circuit advocates — mostly
party boys, promoters and AIDS
groups — say the party network is
a good thing, creating a "commu—
nity."
?
* In addition to hardcore "circuit
boys" — mostly young, successful,
wealthy professionals — tens of
thousands more attend just one or
two events a year, often in their
region of the country.
"People can join in being to—
gether in the sense of community
and positive enjoyment through
dancing," said Robert Vezima,
president of the Bad Boy Club of
Montreal, which puts on the Black
and Blue Ball the largest Circuit
party with about 11,000 people.
"Looking at drugs, it has to be
an enhancer not a disruptor," he
added. "In moderation drugs make
the event more enjoyable." —
The nation‘s largest AIDS orga—
nization, Gay Men‘s Health Crisis
in New York, had to fend off de—
mands that they shut down their
annual Morning Party after an
overdose required a trauma heli—
copter. |

Dance:

Life on the ‘Circuit

Medical teams are usually hired think seriously about their respon—
by party promoters to handle what sibility in taking the money,"
at some events have been more Fallon said. "If you raise tens of
than a dozen drug—related resusci— thousands of dollars at a Circuit
tations. And in the last year party party but you cause one or two or
promoters and the AIDS groups three new cases of AIDS you‘ve
that benefit financially have started cost the community much more."
One indicator of how much sex
an information campaign to curtail
happens during these events, a Gay
druguse on the Circuit.
Drugs like Extasy, Special K, novelty store on South Beach
GHB or Crystal Meth are very ~ called Gaydar stocks up on lubri—
popular on the circuit. Without cant for the White Party — it‘s their
them, the Circuit parties "wouldn‘t biggest selling item during six days
be on the scale that they are or go of parties..
"It‘s about sex. It‘s a shame to
on for as long as they do because
people couldn‘t physically do it," say it but they have score—cards,"
said John, a 40—year—old Miami at— Jonathan said.
Sex parties are organized
torney and former "circuit boy"
who did not want his full name around the events. One group
used.
:
called Miami Beach Hard Bodies,
The Circuit came to Miami and catering to an exclusive crowd of
South Beach last month for a week good—looking, muscular Gay men,
of parties and now heads to Los advertises its parties and maintains
Angeles for the 19th anniversary of an e—mail address and hotline to .
the Probe nightclub, home of the give out information. The cover
:
L.A. "circuit boys." New Year‘s — charge: $20.
Eve parties are planned in South
"Hey guys, Miami Beach Hard
Beach, Los Angeles, San Fran— Bodies is exclusively for muscle
cisco, Rio de Janeiro, New Orleans guys in great shape," said the re— .
and Cape Town, South Africa.
cording at the sex party company.
Party—goers said the events last "That means hard solid pecks and —
until the early hours of the morn— six—pack abs. Expect to take your
ing: They say a few people are "in shirt off to prove it. If you don‘t
=a K hole" — a coma—like state measure up, you don‘t get in."
caused by taking too much of the
But not all sex parties on the
designer drug K or Ketamine. But Circuit are for money.
most are "tweeked" — bouncing
"Sometimes people just walk
around giddily, touching, feeling, around a circuit party and pick out
groping, kissing. They dance for. people theylike and invitethem to
sex parties,"° John said."
hours on end.
S
"When I see somebody falling
The Circuit is a business, not
into somebody‘s arms in a tweeked only for the AIDS charities, but
state it makes me cringe," said also for the promoters and big—
Stephen Fallon, director of educa— name company sponsors, who at—
tion for Center One, an AIDS group — tach themselves in an attempt to
that rejects the Circuit as a reach the mostly—affluent30—ish
fundraising vehicle. "It‘s like see— Circuit crowd.
ing somebody. on thedance floor
American Airlines, Absolut
waving around a gun."
Vodka and Miller Brewing Co.
AIDS groups like GMHC and have sponsored the events. And
Health Crisis and the dozens of promoters make a fortune with
groups around the world thathost ticket prices averaging about $50
Circuit events are in an "unbeliev— and going up to $125.
able depth of denial," he said.
Fear of losing their livelihood,
"We‘re evolving to the point sponsors, and mounting concerns
where these agencies now have to about liability issues related to
Especially onNew Year‘s Eve...
FriendsDon‘t
Let

___

Friends Drive Drunk...

The Invit hem'to
Spend the Night.
Take the Keys, Call a Cab or Offer Your Hospitality.

drugs have prompted a series of
meetings among promoters and
AIDS groups.
American Airlines stopped
sponsoring circuit parties this year
because of the controversy over
drugs and unsafe sex, said spokes—
woman Andrea Rader.
"If what we‘re trying to do here
is advance AIDS relief there might
be less controversial ways to do it
and support the Gay and Lesbian
community," shesaid.
Circuit promoters say the drug
problem has been exaggerated and
is in decline. Others say the drug
problem is out of control but add
that they are trying to curb sub—
stance abuse.
"They are all pretty freaked out
right now because of the attention
by the mainstream media," said
Steve Kammon, publisher and edi—
tor of Circuit Noize, a magazine
dedicated to the Circuit.
Circuit Noize deals heavily with

the topic of drugs. In the fall issue
about half the articles dealt wit
drug use, including one advisin
how to deal with a friend on a dan
gerous GHB trip and one detailin
the arrest of a Circuit regular fc
drug dealing. GHB, an often home
cooked drug with extremely dan
gerous potential, gained popularit
on the Circuit last year.
Larry Harmon, a Miami psy
chologist who treats mostly Ga
men, said the Circuit is part grow
ing up, part rebellion and it‘s all
reaction to the isolation Gays fee
from an early age.
"For a lot of Gay men this is th
Gay adolescence that most of thes
guys in their late 20s and 30s neve
got to experience," he said.
"Circuit parties symbolize ev
erything that society tells Gay me
not to do. ... Circuit parties ar
about being free in a society the
tells Gay men to stay in the closet.
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Falsettos:

"The Truth About

What Constitutes a

Family".

. BeyondTea.
Rasies Money
for Med
$5,032.97 was raised from pa—

Memphis. He is working toward
trons and participants in Beyond
his Master of Fine Arts degree.
Tea
V benefit held in October.
Falsettos has nothing to do with
This production is but one of the
The benefit was held over three
unnaturally high voices. According
many he has to his credit. Last year
nights and included "the drag show
to its director Kevin Shaw, it has he directed Circuit‘s Zara Spook
from
Hell," a—silent auction and
"everything to ‘do with what con—
and Other Lures. Other credits in—
formal
dinner.
stitutes a family.".
clude Jane‘s Journal and A Prayer
Beneficiaries of the event were
When this two—act musical for My Daughter. He also choreo—
The Med Foundation and the Adult
opened on Broadway just a few
graphed When We Were Young, for
Special Care Unit at The Med.
years ago with its 42 songs and
NBC, starring GrantShue. The 31—
The staff of the 501 Club wold
politically correct subject matter, it
year—old director lives in Memphis
like to express its appreciation to
received two Tony awards: one for — with his partner Chad Prosser.
the many contributors and volun—
best bookand one for best score.
Upon receiving his MFA degree
teers who helped make this the best
When it opens at Circuit Playhouse next May, Shaw hopes to either
year yet. They would also like to
on Fri., Jan 9, you will be able to — work as an artistic directoror a
— extend a special thank you to the
see why
j
college professor.
Brushmark Restaurant staff from
Set in 1979, William Finns Fal—
The cast of Falsettos includes
the: Memphis Brooks Museum of
settos is the story of a Jewish man Randall Hartzog as Marvin, Kim
named Marvin; his wife of 12 Justis as Trina, Tom Clifton as Art.
years, Trina; their son Jason and Whizzer, Michael Detroit as
Marvin‘s lover Whizzer. After re— Mendel, Tim Case as Jason, and
alizing he is Gay, Marvin leaves his [Patty Hatchet and Leah Bray as the
wife and becomes Whizzer‘s part— Lesbians from next door.
ner. Fast forward two years and we
The show opens Fri., Jan. 9, and
find Marvin and Trina dealing with runs weekends through Feb. 8.
their sonJason‘s bar mitzvah, and Tickets are $14.00 and can be ob—
Whizzer‘s slowly dying of AIDS., tained by calling the Circuit Play—
The meat of this production is how house box office at 726—4656.
they all strive to deal with the cir—
The Triangle Journal News is
cumstances they have been dealt.
pleased to be a media sponsor for
Director Kevin Shaw is a gradu— this production.
ate student at the University of
by IraL. King

Largest Champagne

Sunday Brunch:
in

Midtown

Round Up on
the River ‘98 Set
for Jan. 16—18 —
Round Up on the River will be
held Jan 16—18 at theBrownstone
Hotel in downtown Memphis (soon
<tobe renamed the Doubletree) and
features guest AA and Al—Anon —
speakers and workshops. There
will also be an ice.cream social on
Fri., Jan. 16, and a banquet and
dance on Sat., Jan. 17. —
It will be a weekend of fun and
fellowship where people from AA,
—Al—Anon and other 12—step pro—
grams gather to focus on their re—
covery.
The theme forthe Round Up is
"There Is a Solution, and it is
hosted by the Gay and Lesbian
Community of Alcoholics Anony—
mous.
._For more information, contact
Reuben R. at 901—745—3300 or
Deborah C. at 901—726—5924. —

Visit Our —
"Anything Goes"
Gazebo Bar

a ‘Gospel Against AIDS’ Makes
Debut in Jackson, Miss.
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — _ ports
AIDS activists Jorned gospel mu—

sicians and Miss America here over
the weekend of Dec. 6—7 for the
Mississippi debut of the national
Gospel Against AIDS program.
The two—month—old program
‘combines inspirational music with
education about HIV and AIDS.
The group, working with Jackson‘s
Project Connect AIDS Service Or—
ganization, gave a free concert Sat—
urday. at. Greater Fairview
Missionary Baptist Church.
Headlining the musical event
was the Winans Family of Gospel
Singers, comprised of brothers
Carvin, Ronald and Daniel Winans
of Detroit.
"I‘m a firm believer in Jesus
Christ and that he can fix any situ—
ation," Carvin. Winans said. "For
whatever sickness, the church
should be the place to be."
Gospel Against AIDS is the
brainchild of Mary Fisher, 49, a
millionaire‘s daughter who found
out she was HIV—positive in 1991.
The following year, Ms. Fisher
held the Republican National Con—
vention spellbound with her tale of
being a single mother infected with
HIV, the virus that causes AIDS.
Ms. Fisher, who lives in Nyack,
N.Y., also addressed the national
GOP convention in 1996 and has
traveled the country to spread her
message of tolerance and compas—
.sion—toward peopleinfected with
the HIV virus.
Fisher said she came up with the
Gospel Against AIDS idea last
year, and shared her idea with
Carvin Winans. The program
kicked off in Detroit Oct. 18 at the
Winans‘ family church.
"We‘re still receiving daily re—

SUPPORT GROUPS FOR
LESBIAN AND GAY MEN —
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QuarterAvenue
Suites
2144 Madison

,

PRIDE RAP
is a support group sponsored by Memphis Pride, Inc.,
— which meets the 2nd Mondayof every month —
(7—8 p.m.). It offers a safe place for sharing
and forming new friendships.
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Current Theme "How to Stay in Love."
FACILITATORS
Susan Taranto, MPS and Carol Sclicksup, MA
LOCATION
Fully Alive! A Center for Personal Enrichment
2701 Union Ext 504
There is no charge forthese groups f
For more information, call Susan or Carol
at (90 1) 323—2078

neni

from that weekend — people
being tested, others being brought
into a loving community of sup—
port, women and young people
suddenly aware that AIDS is alive
and well in their community," Ms.
Fisher said.
f
The program is scheduled to be
introduced in 20 other cities in
1998.
:
Miss America Kate Shindle
traveled to Mississippi for a third
time to promote her platform of
AIDS awareness. She has previ—
ously visited the Gulf Coast and
northeast Mississippi.
"The statistics are overwhelm—
ing how quickly this epidemic is
spreading," Miss Shindle said.
"Churches have a special role to
play. They are institutions in the
community people already know
and trust. They can give (people)
the tools they need to protect them—
selves."
Nationally, AIDS is the leading

cause of death for Black men and
women ages 25—44. In Mississippi, .
Black residents accountfor 77 per—
cent of all new HIVinfections and.
66 percent of cumulative infec—
tions.
"We are looking at an increase
in numbers all the time," said
Michael Robinson of Project Con—
nect. "Why is this? A lack of edu—
cation."
Jackson
Clarion—Ledger
Honored for
AIDS Series
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) —The
Jackson (Miss.) Clarion—Ledger _
has been recognized by the New
— —York City—based Community Ac—
tion Network for a series of sto—
ries on an AIDS drug funding
crisis.
The Jackson newspaper re—
ceived a 1997 Media Award for _
Exceptional Merit.Dec.5.—
:
Overthreemonths the news—
k paper covered the funding di—
lemma. that endangered the
futures of more than 650 HIV—
positive Mississippians. State of—
ficials found funds from other
sources to help avert the imme—
diate crisis.
—
The Clarion—Ledger was one
of 19 newspapers recognized for
work related to community social
problems.
>

Gay Financial
Walter B. Schubert, the first
openly Gay member of the New
York Stock Exchange, has
launched the Gay Financial Net—
work (GFN) LLC, "the first
fully integrated financial ser—
vices Web site to target the Les—
bian and Gay community."
Services available through

Site

Launches on Web

GFN (which can be found at
http://www.gfn.com) will in—
clude an online investment cen—
ter, financial planning, portfo—

"The Gay and Lesbian com—
munity
has
been
underrepresented on Wall Street
for too long," said Mr. Schubert.

lio management, a banking, real
estate and mortgage referral ser—
vice, insurance products and
shareholder initiatives and tools
for corporate change.

"GFN‘s sole purpose will be
to completely service all of the
unique financial needs of the
Gay and Lesbian community."
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Doggis

World

8659 Old Peplar Pike
Germantown TN 38138
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Kennel Director
Grooming Director
Owen DeVasier
Margaret Black
Pet Taxi Service Manager : Adrienne Lindsey

New Web Site for Those Who are
Coming

Out

AllTogether.com, a Web site
for both young people and par—
ents, Gay or straight, who are
looking for information and an—
swers about the coming out pro—
cess, has been launched at http:/
/yww.AllTogether.com.
Assisted by PlanetOut, Jef—
frey Seiff designed the site
while at Stanford University‘s

Graduate School of Business.
The technology used helps
make users feel welcome
through an "intelligent agent,"
which allows people to pick
their own guides through the
site, and ask questions in their
own words; also included is a
virtual bookshelf, a resource
compendium, Pros & Cons on

various issues and Bulletin
Boards.
"I have talked to parents who
have had no place to go where
their anonymity would be re—
spected and their feelings would
be responded to," said actress
Judith Light, who is a supporter
of the site.

X—MAS
GAYVON
FOR THAT SPECIAL GIFT YOU THOUGHT YOU‘D
NEVER FIND IN MEMPHIS
PRIDE MERCHANDISE, RAINBOW
FLAGS, ARTWORK, JEWELRYyMUCH MORE.

NYC Counciimember Wants Military
Out of Times Square
On Dec. 16 openly Gay New
York City Councilmember Tom
Duane held hearings on whether
the Times Square Armed Forces

Recruiting Station violates city
law, which prevents New York
City from entering into contracts
with any company which dis—

criminates on the basis of sexual
orientation. The recruiting sta—
tion, which has been in the lo—
cation for 51 years, sits on city—
owned land, and pays no rent.
"The City of New York must
live up to its moral and legal
commitment to treat all of its
citizens equally, and neither en—
« gage in nor abet discriminatory
practices," said Duane.
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Court UpholdsOfficerSDischarge for Homosexuality
SAN FRANCISCO
(AP)
— An Airaf— 1986, according to his lawsuit.
Forceofficer‘s
request
for
reinstatement
In 1988,
policecivilian
in nearby
Redlandsofchild
sus—
termonths
a 1989shortdischarge
for
homosexuality,
11
pected
Jackson‘s
roommate
of his appeals
20—yearcourt.
pension, was molesting, and searched their home, accom—
refused
by
a
federal
panied
bycourtAirsaid
Forcetheofficers.
The
Air
Force
had
substantial
evidence
The
search turned
up evi—in—
ofhomosexual
acts
by
Lt.
Col.
Kenneth
L.
dence
ofJackson‘s
homosexual
activity,
Jackson,
such
as a greeting
card"a beautiful
in which cluding a "Gay pride" button, an American
heandcalled
his
male
roommate
Civil Liberties Union
sensitive
lover,"
said
the
9th
U.S.
Cir—
cuitTheCourtcourtofAppeals
in itsJackson‘s
ruling Dec.claim
9.
—ofunconstitutional
also rejected
discrimination.
ing was affirmed in a 3—0 appeals court de—
Jackson,
now
of
Los
Gatos,
Calif.,
en—
cision.
listed inactive
the AirdutyForcein 1970.
reservesTransferred
in 1967 andin
Disregarding
began
7th U.S. Circuit
1974
to
Norton
AFB,
east
of
Los
Angeles,
Court of Appeals.
he wasandassigned
toheadhigh—security—missile
Jackson‘s lawyer, Richard Gayer, could
duties
became
ofthebase‘s
Small
not be reached for comment.
ICBM Guidance and Control Division in
handbook called "The
Rights of Gay People," several magazines
and videos, and six greeting cards from Jack—
son to his roommate.
&
In the cards, as quoted by the court, Jack—
son called the roommate a "beautiful and sen—
sitive lover" and said, "The nights are lonely
and I reallymiss holding, cuddling and looking at you."
Jackson‘s suit said one of the policemen
had threatened to arrest him unless he re—

vealed his sexual orientation, then falsely cuddling," if done for the purpose of satis—
promised not to tell the Air Force. Jackson fying sexual desires, is "a direct admission
attended the search at the orders of the of homosexual activity."
Norton base commander and said he was
In rejecting the discrimination claim, the
detained there by Air Force officers during court cited its ruling in a case last February
their search.
finding no discrimination in a discharge for
He was discharged honorably but invol— homosexual conduct under the current "don‘t
untarily in September 1989. The discharge ask, don‘t tell" policy. Jackson was dis—
cost him a pensron worth $500,000, his suit charged under the previous policy, which
said.
_ made homosexuality itself grounds for dis—
. Jackson‘s discharge was upheld by U.S. missal, but the court said his discharge was
District Judge William Ingram, whose rul— for homosexual activity.
:
The ruling was signed by Judges Pamela
Rymer — author of the February opinion —
Jackson s police statement and A. Wallace Tashima and visiting Judge
and other disputed evidence, there was still Harlington Wood of the
"substantial evidence of homosexual activ—
ity," the court said. It cited the language in
the greeting cards, saying that "holding and

products,"Smithsaid.
The Hawaii
Supreme Court is expected
torulea
t
anytimeinacaseexpectedtofind
thatstate same—sexmarriage is legal under the

Author Reneges on Commitment of Neutrality iin Hawaii
i Marriage Debate
WASHINGTON — Author Stephen
People wishing to respond to Covey re—
Covey appeared at an anti—Gay marriage
garding this matter can call the organization
fund—raiser in Hawaii and pledged his sup—
that promotes his seminars, Franklin—Covey,
port to the cause just hours after his spokes—
at 1—800—863—1492.
man told the Human Rights Campaign that
constitution
Covey would remain neutral in this fight.
Covey, who conducts self—help seminars
throughout the country and is the author of
Owner Nixes Village People
The 7Habits ofHighly Effective People, told
the fundraiser Thursday night: "I believe it
Concert forSouth Carolina
takes a mother and a father to produce a child —
and there‘s never been an exception. ... To
Gay Pride Fesitival
me, that is kind ofa natural principle for a—
natural law. And that‘s why I‘m behind this
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. (AP) — A de— against Burroughs & Chapin. A lawsuit also
kind of a movement."
"We are angry that Mr. Covey has de— mg legislators the right to restrict legal mar— velopment company‘s move to prohibit The is being considered. ___
Village People from appearing in concert
«What‘s next?" said Tony Snell, GLPM
cided to inject himself into this fight over riage to opposite—sex couples.
"Stephen Covey has a right to his opin— during a Gay rights festival proves it is "ag— co—chair. "Will they attempt to set up barri—
the Hawaii Constitution," said David M.
ers at Broadway at the Beach asking indi—
Smith, senior strategist for the Human ion, but when he publicly endorsesthe agenda gressively homophobic," one activist says.
Negotiations were in the works for a May viduals their sexual orientation before
Rights Campaign. "Just hours before this of an explicitly anti—Gay organization, poten—
event, a spokesman for Mr. Covey, Greg tial customers have the right to consider that 2 concert at the Broadway at the Beach com— entering to spend their money?"
The ninth annual festival, coming to
‘=t assured me that he would not take opinion when deciding whether to buy his. plex by the colorful six—man ‘70s band riding

sides in this battle. In fact, he said repeatedly
that Mr. Covey‘s organization does —not at—
tempt to define family so that Covey‘s prin—
ciples can be applied by all people.
"Furthermore, Mr. Link said Mr. Covey
had not been aware of the group‘s agenda
when he accepted this speaking engagement.
Thatwas clearly untrue."
Covey, spoke to the $100—a—person fund—
raiser, called Save Traditional Marriage ‘98
and which drew about 275 attendees, accord—
ing to the Honolulu Star—Bulletin. The spon—
soring organizationis a political action
committee dedicated to passing an anti—Gay
state constitutional amendment in 1998 giv—
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the wave of a
~~ Myrtle Beach after last year‘s events in
comeback.
‘Greenville and previous festivals in Colum—
But Burroughs & bia, is scheduled for April 30—May 3.
Chapin Co. Inc., citing
"(The developer) has strengthened our
its image in promoting resolve to carry our message of acceptance
traditional family values, and tolerance to Myrtle Beach," Snell said.
exercised its veto power "I am pleased the march has already accom—
over events in Celebrity plished one thing so far drawing an enemy
~ Square.
of human rights out into the open."
"We have decided
The Celebrity Square Street Assocration
that it is in the best inter— composed of nightclub
owners in. ame
est of Broadway at the
Beach not to have an
But Burroughs & Chapin has the final say
an be misinterpreted as on any events in common areas of Broad— _
an endorsement of the way at the Beach, and a meeting between
Gay and Lesbian Pride the two sides could not save the concert.
Eric Anzalone, the biker from The Vil—
March," the developer
lage People, said he would be disappointed
said Dec. 4.
Gay rights supporters _ if the concert were cancelled. "I‘ve been
— denounced the company. looking forward to going down there," he
"They‘re not just ho— said.
Festival co—chair Linda Robertson said
mophobic, they‘re ag—
gressively homophobic," organizers might find another venue for the
j
said Cathy Renna of the concert.
While the band used to be known for
— Gay & Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation in drawing a large following from the Gay com—
munity, Anzalone said today‘s audience is
Washington.
s
Festival organizers broader.
Robertson agreed, saying lots of people
.— called the decision a slap
in the face and threatened know the words to "YMCA": and "Macho
to organize a boycott Man."
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Met Honors Versace‘s Edgy Brand of Chic
By Ula lInytzky
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Gianni
Versace understood that fashion
was not just about clothes — it was
about entertainment, too.
He reveled in contrasts like
leather with lace, pop culture with
Byzantine religious symbolism. He
loved to titillate: a black evening
gown held together with giant sil—
ver safety pins. And celebrities
embraced it.
Now, five months after the ac—
claimed designer was gunned down
outside his Miami Beach palazzo,
the Metropolitan Museum of Art is
showcasing Versace‘s brand of
edgy chic with an exhibition that
is glitzy, sexy and lavish. It opened
Dec. 11 and runs through Mar. 22.
"He‘ll be recognized as the great
designer of sexuality," said Rich—
ard Martin, curator of the Met‘s
Costume Institute and author of the
book Versace. "Fashion had been
very polite until he came along."
"It was the right thing for the
museum to do, not only in a moral
sense, but also in a didactic sense
to demonstrate his place in the his—
tory of fashion," Martin said.
The only other time the Met has
dedicated an entire exhibit to one
contemporary designer was to
Yves St. Laurent in 1983, Martin
said.
Versace learned early on that
celebrities could add value to his
designs, and he successfully en—
listed them to wear his clothes. He
forged friendships with many of
them, including Princess Diana,
Madonna, Courtney Love and Lisa
Marie Presley.
"My fashion has always been
connected to rock ‘n‘ royalty," the
designer once said. "I‘m lucky to
have had the opportunity to dress
two icons of our time: the Princess
of Wales and Madonna."
The 90 faceless mannequins at
the Met can‘t imbue the clothes
with the same pizzazz that
Versace‘s famous clients did. Mu—
seum patrons have to imagine how
the scanty, daring, safety—pin gown
raised eyebrows when actress
Elizabeth Hurley wore it to the pre—
miere of Four Weddings and a Fu—
neral.
Or how Princess Diana‘s el—
egance added flare to a silk crepe
of pale turquoise; how Madonna
endowed a white silk sheath en—
cased in plastic with her own sig—
nature; or how Love arrived at the
Oscars in a neoclassical silhouette
of silk that was anything but
grunge.
:
The exhibition begins with a
mini—retrospective of Versace‘s
themes, and moves on to "Versace
and Art," tracing how he took in—
spiration from abstract art, includ—
ing works by Andy Warhol and
Alexander Calder.
~A third gallery, "Versace and
History," explores the designer‘s
use of Greek and Roman classi—

cism, Byzantine crosses, madon—
nas, 18th century court—style sil—
houettes and 1920s styles. A fourth
looks at the materials — leather,
plastic and metal mesh — that
Versace used to often shocking ef—
fect, as in his 1992 "bondage" col—
lection of skintight sheaths
strapped with black leather.
Lastly, the show offers up the
creations Versace designed for the—
ater productions.
Versace is also remembered for
showmanship on the runway,
where he staged "events" with blar—
ing music by Elton John or Eric
Clapton.
"What Gianni instinctively

knew is that fashion is part of the
world in the same way that all ele—
ments of a pop culture influence
each other," said Hal Rubenstein,
fashion editor—at—large for InStyle
magazine.
Most of the pieces in the exhibit
were donated from the Versace ar—
chives, and Versace‘s designer sis—
ter, Donatella, visited the museum
last week to look over the layout.
"My brother Gianni stood for
many things," she said, "but when
it comes to fashion, he will be re—
membered as man that was not
afraid: not afraid to shock, break
with convention, push the enve—
lope."
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Cammermeyer Runs for
Congress
Retired National Guard Colonel
Margerethe Cammermeyer, whose
story of dismissal and reinstate—
ment into the National Guard was
told in the made—for—television
movie Serving in Silence, recently
announced her candidacy for Con—
gress in Langley, Wash.
In recent elections, a number of
openly Lesbian and Gay candidates
won their races, including three
candidates each in New York City

and Minnesota.
Kathleen DeBold of the Gay and
Lesbian Victory Fund said, "As a
decorated war hero, human rights
activist, mother and grandmother,
Margerethe Cammermeyer has al—
ready proven herself worthy of not
only the respect of all Americans,
but their votes as well."
The decorated Vietnam veteran
is running to unseat two—term Re—
publican Rep. Jack Metcalf.
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Bedside

According to a new study,
knowing someone who is Lesbian
or Gay and being aware of Gay is—
sues improves medical students‘ at—
titudes towards Lesbians and Gay
men.
"Medical Student Attitudes of
Homosexuality and Implications
for Health Care," published in the
Journal of the Gay and Lesbian
MedicalAssociation, surveyed 127
medical students enrolled in an
elective human sexuality course.
Nearly 86 percent said they had a
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Manners

Lesbian or Gay acquaintance, and
nearly 80 percent of those students
ranked "high" on their knowledge
of homosexuality.
Only 50 percent of those with—
out a Gay friend ranked highly on
the questions.
"This study confirms that the
more information students have
about Gay men and Lesbians, the
more likely they are to have a posi—
tive attitude toward homosexual—
ity," said Dr. Cynthia G. Olsen,
co—author of the study.

Gay Leaders Offer Own
Thanks to Gen.

SOWELL & COMPANY
[PP
|
f

Study Reveals Gay Friends
Improve

N

Powell

saying the board had committed "a
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — An
terrible diplomatic faux pas."
influential Gay and Lesbian group
Some Gay and Lesbian leaders
said it would join the mayor in thank—
disagreed with Ammiano and sided
ing Gen. Colin Powell for helping to
with Brown.
raise money for children and that it
The prominent Alice B. Toklas
disapproved of an official‘s objection
Lesbian and Gay Democratic Club
to a public expression of gratitude.
said Dec. 2 that it would send its own
In November, when Supervisor
thank you to Powell for raising $1.4
Gavin Newsom introduced a resolu—
million for the city‘s children.
tion to commend the retired general
"We find that injecting Gay mili—
for helping to raise funds for city
tary issues into this discussion is
youth programs, it touched off a dis—
counterproductive at a time when the
pute.
Lesbian and Gay community is
Supervisor Tom Ammiano, who
is Gay, objected to the plan, saying a working hard to build bridges with
city as diverse as San Francisco ‘ African American and other minor—
ity communities," said club Chair—
should not honor a man who does
woman Carole Cullum.
not support Gays and Lesbians in the
Cullum added that Ammiano
military.
Then, Mayor Willie Brown pub— — does not represent all Gays and Les—
bians in San Francisco.
licly offered Powell his own thanks,

Vacation
3 Night 4 day Package
Stay at a Palace* Resort
Cancun

January 8—25th**
Includes:Rows
Pric
|o PalaceResort
Memphis
> esf fr, om
accommodations
$659***

e

All meal and All
s
drinks
o
Hotel Transfers
Contact Jean Morris

ae,
Kar

f

@ (901) 465—2936
~ Now taking reservations for August ©98 Alaska Cruise.
*hotel determined upon arrival. **See agent for details.
***Pricebased upon double occupancy, does not
include taxes, late book fees may apply.
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Name
Reporting
Continued from page 1
gency to improve the current AIDS
surveillance system," she said.
Billings, who stepped down
from her post after disclosing her
own AIDS diagnosis last year, also
leads a subcommittee of the
Governor‘s Advisory Council on
HIV—AIDS. The group has held
five public hearings on HIV names
reporting around the state this fall
and will report back to Gov. Gary
Locke in January.
Early intervention allows health
authorities to stretch limited AIDS—
prevention resources, Billings said.
But as a personwith AIDS, she
said she understands concerns that
it could lead to discrimination in
housing, employment and medical
care.
"There are plenty of people who
went through 10, 12, 15 years of
discrimination who are very con—
cerned," Billings said. "And we all
know too well that there are some
pretty innovative (computer) hack—
efs."
Citing such concerns, the Se—
attle—based Northwest AIDS Foun—
dation is opposing the proposed
change in policy.
"We think HIV surveillance is
important, but we think there needs

to be an alternative to a name—based
system," said Steven Johnson, the
foundation‘s public policy director
and a member of the governor‘s
advisory council.
The alternative could be some
sort of unique identifier or code
numbers that enable officials to
track the epidemic without raising
patient fears of disclosure, Johnson
said.
"The CDC hasn‘t come down
with a definitive position on what
they want from the states," he said.
"I anticipate that in the next month
or so. It‘s unclear if the CDC will
ask states to comply with the name—
based system or let states do their
own surveillance."
The new push for names report—
ing follows some rare good news
in the AIDS epidemic.
Combination—drug therapies —
especially a new class of drugs
known as "protease inhibitors" —
have shown promise in many pa—
tients.
And in September, the CDC re—
ported the first U.S. drop in new
AIDS cases. In 1996, 56,730
Americans were diagnosed with
AIDS, down 6 percent from the
60,620 new cases reported in 1995.
At the same time, AIDS deaths de—
clined 23 percent, from 50,140 to
38,780.
§
The new anti—AIDS drugs are
expensive and don‘t work for ev—
eryone, but supporters of names

reporting say the latest develop—
ments are encouraging enough to
warrant reexamining public policy.
"We can‘t tell you what propor—
tion of people who have HIV in—
fection are on effective drugs — or
what proportion of those people are
even in care systems — because we
have no idea who they are," said
Dr. Bob Wood, AIDS—control of—
ficer for the Seattle—King County
Department of Public Health.
"If you want to answer those
very important questions, we need
to have the data," he said.
To Wood and other anti—
exceptionalists, public—health offi—
cials are negligent if they do
anything less than seek out the dis—
ease and eradicate it. For them, that
means notifying an HIV—positive
person‘s sexual partners, because
"if you leave it to the person, it
doesn‘t happen," Wood said.
According to The Atlantic
Monthly‘s July edition, 33 states
have laws that explicitly allow doc—
tors or public—health officials to
notify the sexual or needle—sharing
partners of those with HIV or
AIDS.
Others — including New York
and California, which have many
of the nation‘s AIDS cases — leave
notification up to the infected.
Such policies are due in part to
politically strong Gay communities
that have successfully fought at—
tempts to require routine testing

6

_

followed by official notification.
in Tennessee.
"In the end AIDS would be un—
HIV names reporting would in—
likely to prove resistant to good,
volve the same protections, he said.
basic public health policies," The
State policy for other sexually
Atlantic article said.
transmitted diseases sheds light on
"It may survive if it can circum—
how HIV names reporting might
vent good sense."
unfold.
But not everyone is convinced
If someone tests positive for
that names reporting would reduce
gonorrhea, for instance, a health
the spread of HIV or full—blown
official calls that person‘s sexual
AIDS.
partners. If the partners are free to
Richard March, a member of the
talk confidentially, the caller says
Seattle—King County HIV/AIDS they may have been exposed and
Planning Council, expressed con—
encourages them to. come in for
cern that under the new proposal, . testing. By law, the caller cannot
public health officials could deny
provide the source of the informa—
services to people who test posi—
tion, Jourden said.
tive but refuse to provide their
"Confidentiality is a critically
names.
important concern and something
Another concern is security — we take sefiously," said Plough at
who would monitor names report—
the Seattle—King County Depart—
ing? Who would be responsible for
ment of Public Health.
protecting the data?
Kelly Scott, a member of the
Washington state‘s records on
governor‘s advisory council, said
full—blown AIDS cases now in—
he‘s concerned that names report—
clude the patient‘s name, Social
ing might lead to patients‘ names
Security number, age, race and sex,
coming up in other contexts, such
said Jack Jourden, chairman of the
as criminal prosecution, medical
governor‘s advisory council.
care or adoption.
"There are very clear protec—
But Scott stressed that patients‘
tions of confidentiality," he said.
civil rights and effective AIDS pre—
"That information is not kept on a
vention are not mutually exclusive.
centralized or networkable com—
"If you don‘t get one, you won‘t
puter."
§
get the other," he said. "You‘ve got
The information is kept on com—
to have both or you won‘t achieve
puter disks in a locked safe in a
public health."
locked room, and only the epide—
miology staff has the key, Jourden
said. A similar system is in place
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New Technique for

BymPaul Recer
AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
protein combination engineered in
the laboratory may lead to a pow—
erful vaccine that can be tailored
to attack cancer, AIDS or other vi—
rus diseases, researchers report. _
Scientists at the Whitehead In—
stitute for Biomedical Research
said that by fusing a molecule from
a tumor or a virus with a natural
compound called heat shock pro—
tein they can create a vaccine that
prompts a strong defense against
infection or cancer. |
Dr. Richard A. Young, lead au—
thor of a study published in the
Proceedings ofthe National Acad—
_emy of Sciences, said linking the
heat shock protein with a particle
from a tumor or virus prompts the
body to make killer immune cells,

Making Vaccine

called cytotoxic T—cells or CTLs,
that are primed to attack a specific
target.
Most other vaccines, said
Young, cause the body to make
antibodies that attack the target but
do not prompt production of CTLs,
one of the body‘s most potent
weapons against infection and tu—
mor growth.
In a study published in Proceed—
ings, the Whitehead researchers
made a cancer vaccine by fusing
the heat shock protein with oval—
bumin, a protein that is made by
some types of cancers.
When the protein combination
was injected into laboratory mice,
it caused them to develop an im—
munity against a cancer that is usu—
ally lethal to the mice.
"This is a proof—of—concept ex—
periment that shows that the heat
shock protein can be attached to

Found

most any protein of interest and be
useful generally in vaccine devel—
opment," said Young.
The researcher said his lab is
now making a vaccine against sim—
ian immunodeficiency virus, or
SIV, which is the monkey equiva—
lent of HIV, the virus that causes
AIDS. Hesaid the SIV vaccine will
betested for about two years in
macque monkeys. If the new vac—
cine design works against SIV, said
Young, then it could be used to
make an HIV vaccme for testing in
humans..
But the usefulness of the heat—
shock protein vaccine goes beyond
AIDS, said Young.
He said researchers are trying to
identify antigens that are produced
by specific cancers. These antigens
could then be fused with the heat
shock protein to make a vaccine
that would prompt the body to at—

tack and kill cancer cells, said
Young.
Heat shock proteins
are released

by the body naturally under condi—
tions of stress, such as heat, injury
or damage from toxins. The pro—
teins move around inside cells to
help correct any damage done by
stress.
The heat shock proteins also
play a role in helping the bodykill
off infected or abnormal cells. They

L

do this by putting on a cell‘s outer
wall a marker molecule that acts as
a target for the killer T—cells. The
immune system also remembers
this target and will mount a new
attack if the target is detected again.
When fused with particles from
a virus or a cancer, the heat shock
protein causes similar tumor cells
or virus—infected cells to be tar—
geted by the killer T—cells, said
Young.

feast

for?

Challenges
Lesbian Foster Parents
ried couples and single people
ByMelissa Williams
rather than homosexual couples.

Texas State Employee

Associated Press Writer

DALLAS (AP) — A U.S.
child welfare worker who was de—
moted after taking an infant fos—
ter—child from a Lesbian couple
has filed a grievance, citing a
Texas state law against homo—
sexual conduct and her own opin—
ion that Gay couples make less
than ideal parents.
Rebecca Bledsoe was moved
from supervisor to case worker
for the Texas Department of Pro—
‘tective and Regulatory Services
after she removed the 3—month—
old boy from the Lesbians‘ home
in August. She was kept at the
same pay.
While Ms. Bledsoe claims she
was penalized for going against
the department
tsﬁé‘l’

riarslsay she
—=@iolatedthe proper procedure by
abruptly removing a child from a
home. The baby was returned a
day after he was taken from the
couple‘s home in the Dallas sub—
urb of Garland.

"We do have a very clear
policy that says you don‘t move
kids from foster, adoptive or birth
homes unless there‘s an immedi—
ate threat to achild," said agency
regional —director
Wayne
Hairgrove. "If you want to move
a child, you have to notify the
caretaker and the child‘s attorney..
That‘s why we took adverse ac—
tion against her."
Linda Edwards, a department

spokeswoman, said there is no
policy prohibiting the agency
from placing children with single
Gays or Lesbians who are li—
censed foster parents. _
"What we look for when we
evaluate potential foster or adop—
tive parents is their ability to pro—
tect, to nurture. andig‘
» NA—
chlm her grievance,Ms Bledsoe
cited a Texas law that makes "ho—
mosexual conduct," a misde—
meanor punishable by a fine of up
to $500. The law has been chal—
lenged in court.
She later said she also believes
children are better off with mar—

«"How many men do you know
who would choose to have been
raised by two women rather than
a father and a mother?" she said.
Ms. Bledsoe, a 10—year em—
ployee, has also threatened to sue —
the agency if it doesn‘t stop plac—
ing children with Gay and Les—
bian couples. _
Regardless, the baby isn‘t
likely to stay with the Lesbian
couple, despite their expressed
desire to adopt him. There is an—
other offer of adoption from the
baby‘s uncle, who last year de—
ferred his college education to
raise his twin nieces and thlrlgcta,
nephews, whose~~‘
Of them.
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Mon.,Janvarys
Mon.,January19
6p.m.,Dinnerat6:30p.m.
$t.John‘sUnitedMethodist
Church

oPeabodme—

Feast for Friendsis a service of Friends forLife to the HIV infectedand
affected communitinsl=«ing people Irwng with
inneris free, those who
a=. ws,
family and fri
0 make a donation to offset expenses.

Living Woro
Christian Church
J. Kyle Dearen,.Pastor
340 N.Garland
Memphis, TN 38104
Phone 276—0577
Sunday Morning
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening

MA.GY.

10 a.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.

"Therefore if any man be in Christ
Memphis Area Gay Youth
Peer support and discussion group
Call: 355—MAGY

old things are passed away:
behold, all things are become new."
2 Corinthians 5:17 KJV

f

Uja-duban@cc.memphis. edu
website: www. geocities.com/westhollywood/1772/
email:

he is a new creature:

Join us for

worship and fellowship in the
New Year!
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& Happy New Year

2% 301 Club
III N. Claybrook * 274—865355
Open Weekends 24 Hours During the Holiday Season
CHRISTMAS DAY©: DECEMBER 25TH
B
g goo? ## Free Dinner at 5 p.m.
PON & .,)
Ahwﬁiza &_
got P°"

# Show at 11 p.m. with Special Guests
Lilly Christine —
Laura Lee Love
Miss Memphis ‘77
Melba Moore

£130 f Di?!“
"ghost?

Miss Galaxy ‘97—‘98
Lorretta

NEW YEAR‘S EVE COUNTDOWN AT 501
———

Party Favors «Complimentary Breakfast Buffet
Special Show » All—Night Party
Come Out & Play with Ho...
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What Was

On Fri., Dec. 30, 1977, the staff
of The Body Politic, at that time
Canada‘s largest Gay newspaper,
got an unwelcome surprise. Wav—
ing a search warrant, five police
officers arrived at the newspaper‘s
Toronto office to hunt for evidence
supporting a charge that The Body
Politic (which was collectively op—
erated) had violated Section 168 of
the Canadian criminal code — "use
of the mails for the purpose of
transmitting or delivering anything
that is obscene, indecent, immoral
or scurrilous." The raid — along
with ensuing brouhaha — marked
a turning point in the maturation of
Canada‘s Lesbian and Gay com—
munity.
The incident actually started a
month earlier, when The Body
Politic published its December—
January issue. In it was an article
by collective member Gerald
Hannon, which was titled "Men
Loving Boys Loving Men" and
explored the controversial topic of
man—boy love. Hannon argued that
men who had sex with boys were
not child molesters, as a homopho—
bic society tended to view them,
but responsible citizens performing
an educational service for Gay
youth — liberating their sexuality.
The real victims of molestation,
rather, were all Gays and Lesbians.

"Every homosexual‘s sexuality has
been interfered with," Hannon
wrote, "impeded, strangled, di—
verted, denounced, ‘cured,‘ pitied,
punished. That is molestation."
The Body Politic‘s staff was
well aware that Hannon‘s take on
the subject might cause an explo—
sion of public outrage, both from
outside and inside the Lesbian and
Gay community. Consequently, the
paper opted to run a preamble to
the article, explaining that
Hannon‘s piece had been typeset
and laid out for nearly six months
before the staff could agree to pub—
lish it. They had finally made the
decision to run it because "the ‘cli—
mate‘ will never be right . . . but
the discussion must be opened up."
The political climate was, in
fact, extremely volatile. The
Ontario legislature was considering
passage of a Gay rights bill, and the
issue was being hotly debated in the
mainstream press. Opponents of
the bill painted Lesbians and Gay
men as child molesters, much as
Anita Bryant and her followers had
successfully done in their "Save
Our Children" campaign in Dade
County, Florida, earlier that year.
In addition, a public furor had fol—
lowed the August 1977 killing of a
12—year—old Toronto boy by four
men, a crime that the tabloids sen—

sationalized as a "homosexual orgy
slaying." It was in this atmosphere
that The Body Politic printed
Hannon‘s article — which from
their perspective was an attempt to
set the record "straight" on child
molestation.
Predictably, the attempt back—

AST
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UM vI )

fired. The mainstream Toronto
press had a field day with Hannon‘s
article. In five separate editorials
the week before Christmas, one of
which was titled "Bawdy Politic,"
the Toronto Sun blasted the Gay
newspaper. One conservative col—
umnist, who had often attacked the
Lesbian and Gay community in
print, personally lobbied the attor—
ney general to take action against
The Body Politic. On Dec. 30, the
day the Sun announced in a head—
line, "Crown to Study Sex Mag,"
police officers raided The Body
Politic‘s office. More than three
hours later, they carted off twelve
boxes of manuscripts, correspon—
dence, financial and advertising

Friends ForLife Presents
—

"A Holiday With

__

records, and subscription lists.
The week after the raid, the Ca—
nadian government brought crimi—
nal charges against the paper‘s
nonprofit publisher, Pink Triangle
Press, and three of its officers, one
of whom was Hannon. Canada‘s
Lesbian and Gay community was
split in opinion about the case.
There were those who believed that
The Body Politic had provoked the
raid by publishing the controver—

The Body Politic rai
d?

Billy Holiday"

—

Wis

Theresa Pate ®

Kelly Hurt ®

Sandra Brag

Gary Johns and the Memphis Jazz

Orchestra

New Daisy TheateronBealeStreet _
oo bct
Tickets $35 and $25 at tables,$15for balcony C
2k Reservatlons and Tickets call (901) 27240855
A Sponsored by:

f

% , WRVR 1045 FM * Memphis Dateliue
by The Garden District
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sial article, while others were
alarmed about the dangerous pre—
cedent set when police were able
to seize a Gay publication‘s
records, particularly subscription
lists. Many thought the charges had
been trumped up in order to dam—
age the chances of the Gay rights
ordinance.
‘It took a full year for the case to
come to trial. By that time, much
of the hostility against the paper
had died down, largely because
Toronto‘s new mayor, John Sewell,
publicly supported The Body Poli—
tic and denounced all attempts at
censorship of the press. In Febru—
ary 1979, the newspaper was ac—
quitted of the charges. The

publication promptly reprinted
Hannon‘s article in its next edition,
along with analysis by Lesbian
novelist Jane Rule and an assess—
ment of the controversy by three
staff members.
But the case wasn‘t over. The
Canadian government appealed the
decision, and the officers of the
paper were retried in May 1982.
Once again they received an acquit—
tal, and the charges were finally
laid to rest. At that time, the mate—
rials confiscated by the police in the
1977 raid were finally returned to
the paper.
The ordeal cost The Body Poli—
tic 100,000 Canadian dollars in le—
gal fees and six years of
aggravation. Though the collective
attempted to regroup and start over,
the paper never fully recovered
from its financial problems. In Feb—
ruary 1987, after celebrating its
15th anniversary, The Body Poli—
tic closed shop, citing its outstand—
ing debts as the reason. Ironically,
just two months earlier, the Ontario
legislature finally passed a provin—
cial Gay—rights ordinance, banning
discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation.
David Bianco is the author of
Modern Jewish History for Every—
one. He can be reached care ofthis
publication
or
at
AriBianco@aol.com. For more
Past Out, visit www. Gay.net.

state money to provide their em—
ployees‘ unmarried partners with
health benefits or other benefits.
The legislation follows similar
attempts by Schuette to attach such
provisions to annual budget bills.

Sad to Say,
Happy to Hear
By Butch Valentine
Sad to say... There isn‘t a column
by Butch Valentine in the Triangle
Journal News this month.
Happy to hear... that the reason is
not that Butch is ill, has fallen off
the bluff, had a traffic accident or
been kidnapped by Baptists.
Happy to hear... that our favorite
PWA is so well that he has taken a
part—time job at the mall and is so
busy with it and other holiday du—
ties that he just hasn‘t had time to
write his column this month.
Sad to say... his job is in retail.
Happy to hear... His column will
return next month as usual.
Sad to say... his substitute guest
columnist won‘t do as good a job
as the founder at this column.

Happy to hear... The city council
of Salt Lake City has passed an or—
dinance, 5—2, which offers protec—
tions to the rights of Lesbian and
Gay employees.
Sad to say... The debate was
marked by an acrimonious display
of bigotry which, as one council—
member put it, "amply demon—
strated the need for this ordinance."
Happy to hear... The University
of Montana is offering a new

course offering which aims to
change perceptions about Gay cul—
ture, literature — and vocabulary.
Mona Bachmann, a visiting En—
glish instructor, plans to teach a
class beginning January titled,
"Queer Stories: Literature of
Sexual Differences."
Sad to say... Michigan legislation
to ban the use of state money to
provide health and other benefits
for the unmarried partners of state
employees has won approval in a
Senate committee.
The measure would prohibit
state employers from spending

MEN!

CALL

NOV

Happy to hear... The legislature in
the eastern province of Newfound—
land has voted to include sexual
orientation in its human rights
code.
The vote leaves Alberta and
Prince Edward Island as the only
Canadian provinces that don‘t ex—
tend protection to Gays and Lesbi—
ans.
Must be that because of the cold
weather there, people want to keep
their bundling options open.
Happy to hear... Butch wishes all
of his friends and readers a joyous
holiday season and a very happy
new year.

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) » 683—9649
Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. « 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #2 (North)
2532 N. Watkins « 358—8642
— U—PICK—EM! SPECIAL —
2528 3886" 4544" 5550 655%

--

wE NOW CARRY CD Roms

and checks accepted at #1 and #2

OPEN 7 DAYS

$1 49 PER MIN. Must be 18 years or older.
© 1997 Compuline, Reno, NV. TOUCH—TONE PHONE REQUIRED.

S¥lay all of our flames continue to burn brigbhtlp...

The TJIJN Staff
Wishes All of

—

Our Readers and
Advertisers
A Joyous Holiday
Season
Allen Cook + John Stilwell
Bob Dumais
Vincent Astor
Mike Morgan
Ira King
Butch Valentine
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As The New Year Tur
ns...
By Vincent Astor

for TJN is the French Quarter
Suites. We hear from Gayvon
The New Year looks very — (and hersister—in
—law Mule) that
promising.
the Sunday brunch is becoming
quite festive and trendy. French
_ The Triangle Journal Neews
Quarter Suites is also acquiring
is very pleased to be media
a reputation for being quite Gay/
sponsor for Falsettos, the popu—
Lesbian friendly so drop in
lar Gay/Jewish musical which — someti
me. It is lovely in there
will open at Circuit Playhouse
both in public areas and rooms.
in January. In its career it was
For another change of pace,
among the first musicals to gain
Ithaca Restau—
broad support and acclaim hav—
rant, located at

ing a Gay story central to the
plot. Some giveaway tickets

the corner of

may be turning up on New

Second across

On Sat., Jan. 3, the perfor—
mance ofA Tuna Christmas has
been donated by Linda Sowell

from
the
Peabody, is
serving an—
other
very
p o p u 1 a r

Year‘s Eve.

as a benefit for Friends For Life.
Actors Kevin Jones and Michael
Holliday provide a revisit to the
minusculetown of Tuna, Texas,
at Christmastime. The lightning
switching of roles and the hilari—
ous lines make for enjoyable
theatre. I hope it will be as much
fun as the Tuna Wannabe ben—
efit in the early 90s during the
run of Greater Tuna.
The newest distribution point

Union

portable Pride Stand and he is
always available by phone (!).
It‘s a good opportunity for im—
pulse buyers, and buttons make
great stocking stuffers.

RILP.—COAD
New arrival—Bill‘s. Bill
(Fancy) Goodman, not to be dis—
mayed by the change in hands
at Sunshine Lounge, has ac—
quired the bar side of what was
once WKRB. It is really the
prettiest bar he has ever had and
the jovial
a t m o —

sphere has

and

transferred.
His faithful

retainers
and staff
h a v e‘
m o v e d
there and,

—

brunch. They
also support

in the late

S

TJN and want
your business.
Recall that the
food for the
Candace Gingrich HRC recep—
tion was courtesy of Ithaca.
It seems only fair, as much
support and promotion as he
does, to put in a plug for Gayvyon
and Dos Amigos. One never
knows where he will set up his

hours, one
can
be
thoroughly
teased by
the

manager.

new
_

Look for Christmas Dinner at
many locations on Christmas
Day. Prominent are Crossroads,
501, Pipeline, One More and
Bill‘s.
Religious services will be
held on Christmas Eve at Liv—
ing Word, First Congregational,
Holy Trinity and Safe Harbor
MCC. Holy Trinity will cel—
ebrate Kwanzaa on Sun. the
28th and Living Word will hold
services on New Year‘s Eve.

Living Word will also hold a
choir concert on Dec. 21 at 7:30
p.m. at the Marriott Hotel at
Thousand Oaks.
Safe Harbor MCC will hold
a special service at 6 p.m. on
Jan. 31 to affirm the recent or—
dination of Rev. Greg Bullard,

pastor of Safe Harbor.
§
js
This year‘s Beyond Tea ben—
efit actually has a specific item
to its credit, we are told. Ask
Lorretta Williams about the new
machine that could be pur—
chased for the Adult Special

—
Final Round
From Incarnation to Solstice,
Whether eight lights or One
Light,
—

One miracle or seven prin—
ciples,
=
Peace be among all of us.
And good will to all.
f

Ta, ta.
V.A. and Lady A.
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Care unit due to this benefit.
eC
It has been the season also for

s

— coming out of retirement. Lilly
Christine Arnold came out of
retirement for the Miss Gay
Memphis Pageant. She will be
performing during the holiday
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season at more than one loca—

tion. Leslie Cartier has also be—
gun a new evening show. Once
again, wicked as we are, we will
make you find the ads to dis—
cover where. Laura Lee Love, a
well—known performer some
years ago, has returned to Mem—
phis and will be performing of—
ten, we hope.
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People are so busy making
plans for New Year‘s Eve that
there isn‘t much advance news
for January. Readers will be
obliged to read the ads. How—
ever, Lambda Center will fea—
ture prominently in the annual
Roundup on the River, Jan. 16—
18. This event is sponsored by
AA and Al—Anon meetings.

The Caring Center
As other denominations
&

tell you "No,"

Watkins at Eastmoreland one block south of Union —
Theraputic Touch Services to the HIV/AIDS

we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES !"

First
UNITED

Tuesday Nights 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
located at First Congregational Church

community, those with catastrophic iliness,
and caregivers, call 278—6786 for information

Congregational
©:.

RCH OF CHRIST

‘~

An Oper «. {affirming Church
celebrating the imu.: of God in every person
and the sacred value of every human life

SUSAN
MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

Suite 2518

(
Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins « 278—6786 phone; 278—2071 fax
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
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study of 28 Lesbian couples in the
Atlanta area. They first asked all
the participants to rate themselves
on an 8—point "butch/femme" scale.
They found a significant negative
correlation between the scores of
the two members of the pairs: in
other words, the more butch one
Ce
ce
member rated herself, the more
femme the other rated herself.
By Simon LeVay, Ph.D.
This finding supports the tradi—
tional notion that Lesbian relation—
ships tend to be formed across the
butch/femme divide. It runs
Butch & Femme Debate
counter to a wide body ofliterature,
based mainly on heterosexual
greatly over time. According to
One of the most enduring per—
couples,
which says that couples
Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and
ceptions about Lesbians is that they
are
very
similar to each other in
Madeline Davis, whose book Boots —
come in two types, "butch" and
many characteristics—that "oppo—
of Leather, Slippers of Gold te—
"femme." According to the de—
sites don‘t attract," in other words.
counts the lives of working—class
scription given by JoAnn Loulan
Heterosexual couples, however, are
Lesbians in Buffalo, N.Y. in the
in her 1990 book The Lesbian
already
"opposite" in the sense of
1950s, Lesbians of that era were
Erotic Dance, butch Lesbians are
being a male and a female together.
required to declare themselves as
assertive, athletic and aggressive;
Perhaps a portion of that "opposite—
butch or femme and toact accord—
they tend to adopt traditionally
ness"
serves as a glue in many Les—
ingly, and Lesbian relationships
masculine styles of dress and ap—
bian
relationships.
could
only
be
between
a
butch
and
pearance; and they are often lead—
Intrigued to know whether there
a femme. With the rise of Lesbian—
ers.
Femme
Lesbians are
might be some biological basis for
feminism, the butch/femme dis—
affectionate, sensitive, yielding,
the butch/femme difference,
tinction became politically suspect:
child—like and child—loving; and
Pearcey and her colleagues went on
butches
were
too
much
like
men
they adopt more typically feminine
to measure testosterone levels in
and femmes were too much like
dress and mannerisms.
the women in the study. Although
men‘s sex—objects. As described by
Do butch and femme Lesbians
Lillian Faderman (in her book Odd the differences were not great, they
form couples, thus mimicking the
found a significant tendency for the
Girls
and Twilight Lovers) the ideal
coupling of men and women in ste—
more butch partner in a relationship
Lesbian relationship in the 1970s
reotypical heterosexual relation—
to have higher testosterone levels
was one in which the partners "took
ships? And if so, why is that? Are
(as measured in saliva) than the
turns being soft and strong." Nowa—
butches and femmes biologically
more
femme partner. The authors
days,
the
butch/femme
distinction
different, perhaps as a result of a
interpret their findings to mean that
is very much back in evidence,but
different genetic endowment, or is
prexisting (possibly innate) endo—
it often seems to have a more ironic
it more a matter of culture and role—
crinological
differences between
or playful quality than it did in the
playing?
individual Lesbians influence the
1950s.
The butch/femme distinction
selection of mates or of gender,
In 1996 a group of psychologists
has been fairly durable in the his—
roles.
at Georgia State University, led by
tory of Lesbian culture, although
While I certainly accept this as
Sharon
Pearcey,
reported
on
their
attitudes towards it have changed

an interesting possibility, one
should also be aware of another
possible interpretation, which is
that the differences in testosterone
levels result from roles taken in the
relationship, rather than causing
them. Researchers who have stud—
ied monkeys kept in same—sex pairs
have found that altering the domi—
nance relationship between the two
animals influences their hormonal
status, including their testosterone
levels. And there is some evidence
in humans that changes in circum—
stances, such as promotions, stress
and so forth, influence hormonal
status. To make a strong argument
that a woman‘s hormone levels pre—
dispose her to take the butch or
femme role in a Lesbian relation—
ship, it would be necessary to make
a long—term, perhaps life—long
study of a large cohort of women.
As to the question of whether
there is a genetic predisposition to
being a butch or femme Lesbian,

the data aren‘t yet available. Still,
the traits that characterise the
butch/femme difference have a
substantial genetic basis: according
to the long—running University of
Minnesota study of twins reared
apart, for example, genes account
for at least half of the reason why
people differ in aggressiveness and
dominance. Thus it is possible that,
whatever path leads a woman to a
Lesbian identity, inborn predispo—
sition may influence her to become
a particular kind of kind of Lesbian.
Simon LeVay, Ph.D., is well—
known for his research on the "Gay
brain." He is the author of The
Sexual Brain, City of Friends (with
Elisabeth Nonas), and Queer Sci—
ence (MIT Press, 1996), and the
biomedical thriller Albrick‘s Gold
(Richard Kasak Books, 1997). He
may
be
reached
at
SLeVay@aol.com. For more
Queer Science, visit www.Gay.net.
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Survey Shows

Half of Young

Gay Men

Unprotected

Have

BOSTON (AP) — A sex survey
criticized for its frank language has
found that 59 percent of the young
Gay men who responded had un—
protected sexual intercourse within
the last year.
j
The sex survey enraged law—
makers such as House Speaker
Thomas Finneran who said the ques—
tions were filled with profanity.
But it confirmed the need for
HIV prevention programs for
young Gay men, said John
Auerbach of the Department of

Increase in
Gay,

Public Health.
"We found it to be very help—
ful," Auerbach told the Boston
Herald.
The survey results convinced
DPH to divert $300,000 from other
AIDS prevention programs to tar—
get young Gay men.
The survey questioned 250 Gay
and bisexual men aged 13 to 24. It
found that 85 percent of men who
have sex with both men and women
had unprotected intercourse. Bi—

BOSTON (AP) — In response
to an increase in Hepatitis A among
Gay and bisexual men, the state
Department of Public Health is
sponsoring free vaccinations in
Boston and Provincetown.
Rates of Hepatitis A among
Gays and bisexuals have increased
threefold in the Boston area and
Provincetown over the last three
years, said Al DeMaria, state epi—
demiologist and assistant commis—
sioner of the state DPH.

sexual men were twice as likely to
have unprotected sex than those
who only have sex with men.
Those who reported having sex
with unfamiliar partners were
much more likely to have unpro—
tected intercourse than those who
knew their partners beforehaving
sex with them, the survey reported.
AIDS Action designed and con—
ducted the survey, but it was ana—
lyzed and printed by the DPH for
$20,000.

Hepatitis A Seen

Bisexual

Sex

in

Men

Hepatitis A is a highly conta—
gious viral infection of the liver and
is easily spread by household or
sexual contact with an infected per—
son.
It is also transmitted through
contaminated food and water.
There are several different types
of hepatitis. Both Hepatitis A and
Hepatitis B can be easily spread be—
tween men through unprotected
sex. Both are preventable with vac—
cines, said Dr. Kenneth Mayer,

medical director of the Fenway
Community Health Center.
Two shots of the Hepatitis A
vaccine will make an unexposed
person immune to the disease.
State health officials hope to
vaccinate at least 1,800 men who
might be at risk.
The vaccination campaign is
being co—sponsored by the Fenway
Community Health Center in Bos—
ton and Outer Cape Health Ser—
vices.

NASTY MEN REVEAL ALL!!
1—900—725—5429
HOT LIVE MAN—2—MAN SEX!
aats

GARY COOPER
ED HAMMETT
KIRK PAMPER
Three of the best
Award—winning
Floral Designers
in the business!
"Enough Said!"

otanica

901—274—5767 800—769—5767
937 S. Cooper at Young
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World AIDS Day Report Card
NEW YORK — Lambda Legal
Defense and Education Fund rec—
ognized World AIDS Day, Dec. 1
by issuing its annual report card on
AIDS discrimination and policy in
America.
While flunking many public of—
ficials and media figures, top hon—
orees include a veteran AIDS

physician and Miss America.
"1997 has been a year of ex—
tremes," Lambda Executive Direc—
tor Kevin Cathcart said from the
organization‘s New York head—
quarters.
"Despite incredible progress in
treatment, this year has seen harsh
and damaging reactions from both
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the government and the media,"he
said.
Issuing grades from ‘A‘ to °F,"
Cathcart added, "The positive de—
velopments in AIDS treatment are
neither unqualified nor, as shown
here, have they been paralleled by
equally positive developments in
AIDS prevention and in fair treat—
ment of those with HIV."
Failing grades went to the fed—
eral Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention and Rep. Tom
Coburn (R—OK), Butler County,
Missouri Prosecuting Attorney
Carl Miller, as well as pundit Wil—
liam F. Buckley and tabloid televi—
sion hosts Geraldo Rivera and
Montel Williams.
There also were several "D‘s"
— one going to Drug Czar Gen.
Barry McCaffrey, and one to the
Board of Education in Portage,
Michigan, for refusing to admit a
child with HIV until a lawsuit was
threatened.
Dr. Joseph Sornabend, a New
York physician, and Katherine
Shindler, Miss America, received
top grades. Lambda also gave
"A‘s" to the United Nations AIDS
Program, the AIDS Foundation of
Chicago, the Minnesota Depart—
mentofCommerce, and the Illinois
Supreme Court.
Also in New York, Lambda
AIDS Project Director Catherine
Hanssens said, "This is not an at—
tempt to name every hero and cow—
ard in this ongoing public health
battle. Lambda seeks to highlight
some of our unsung heros as well
as the damage done by some ofthe
very peopleand agenciesthatcould
be saving lives and relieving suf—
fering."
Lambda, which brought the
nation‘s first AIDS discrimination
lawsuit in 1983, is the oldest and
largest legal organization dedicated
to the civil rights of Lesbians, Gay
men, and people with HIV and
. AIDS.With itsNational Headquar—
tersin New York and regional of—
fices in Atlanta, Chicago and Los
_ Angeles, Lambda celebrates its
25th anniversaryin 1998.
Some Notable
Underachievers
Federal Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention
Grade: F _
Reason: Stubbornly defended its
AZTresearch on poorandpregnant
women in: Africa, offering place—
boswhen the women thought they
were getting treatment. The CDC
also has announced its support of
names reportingofthosewith HIV,
and refusesto change itsguidelines
which allow hospitals and clinics
to remove personnel with HIV
from theirjobs, despite lack ofany
scientific or public healthresearch
supporting those policies.
United States Congress
Grade: D
Reason: Keeping the AIDS
Drug Assistance Program alive,
Congress saved itself from total
—

failure this year. Its collective in—
sistence on telling kids to just say
no to sex as the AIDS prevention
answerto increasing infection rates
among youth .dooms still more to
an unnecessary early death.
Representative Tom Coburn
Grade: F
Reason: Diverting from his
anti—Gay, anti—marriage campaign,
this Oklahoma Republican Con—
gressional membergrabs media at—
tention with proposals for counting
and naming those who test positive
for HIV ensuring that even fewer
people will get tested while mis—
leading the public about how we
can really stem the epidemic
Drug Czar
Gen. Barry McCaffrey
Grade: D
Reason: In the face of signifi—
cant scientific evidence regarding
marijuana‘s efficacy in relieving
symptoms that plague many AIDS
and cancer patients, he has threat—
ened the medical licenses of doc—
tors who prescribe marijuana for
medical purposes, and campaigned
against state medical marijuana ini—
tiatives. At least he stood up to
those in Congress who wanted to
ban all further federal research re—
garding the medical risks and ben—
efits of marijuana.
The North Dakota Governor
and Legislature
Grade: F
Reason:
For passing
first‘
law in the country
to allowthepeople
suspected ofbeing HIV+ to be de—
tained without a hearing and forc—
ibly tested for the virus.
Butler County, Mo.,
Prosecuting Att‘y Carl Miller
Grade: F
Reason: For criminally charg—
ing an HIV+ Missouri man for al—
legedly spitting during a heated
traffic altercation. Miller decided
to pursue a felony charge for
"criminal transmission" despite his
public acknowledgment that "the
scientific evidence has not demon—
strated thusfarthatsalivacan trans—
mitHIV."
u os
Portage Board ofEducation
(PBOE), Portage, Mich.
_ Grade: D
Reason: Foritsknee—jerkexclu—
sion ofa nine—year—old studentwith
HIV at the start ofthisschool year.
The only thing saving the PBOE
from a failing grade was its deci—
sion, after consulting with public
healthofficials, to allowthe student
to continue at her elementary
school. Let‘s hopethe lawsuit cur—
rently pending against PBOE
teaches boards ofeducation across
the county to get the facts before
they act.
Tabloid talk shows & other
media that exploited young
Chatauqua County, N.Y.,
women who had unsafe sex
with an HIV+ man.

Grade: F
Reason: For flubbing a chance
to promote real AIDS education
and to examine complex needs of
the young and poor. Geraldo
Rivera, Montel Williams and
many others in media opted instead
to sensationalize a tragic story, ig—
noring that HIV infection is pre—
ventable.
NationalReview/ .
William F. Buckley
Grade: F
Reason: Home of pundit Will—
iam F. Buckley, who apparently
knows no shame in resurrecting his
proposal of a decade ago that
people with HIV should be tat—
tooed. Similar muddy thinking
seems to have inspired the National
Reviews decision to publish an ill—
researched and poorly reasoned
article actually arguing that Cuba‘s
AIDS policies are a world model
that the United States should adopt
as its own.
Some Notable
Achievers
United Nations AIDS Program
(UNAIDS)
Grade: A
Reason: For putting the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention to shame, and taking a
hard look at 68 studies on sexual
safety and HIV prevention in this
country and around the world.
Thesefolksreportedthetruth about
education:thatkidswho
insexprograms
educate participate
about sate
sex do not increase the likelihood
of their sexual activity. Instead,
they wait longer than other youth
to have sexand are more careful in
the type of sex they have.
Sandy Thurman
§ Grade: A
Reason: For swimming against
the wave of support for names re—
porting. White House AIDS Czar
Sandy: Thurman has resisted the
latest fashion in public health poli—
tics and publicly hasstated that she
remains unconvinced ofany legiti—
mateneedtocollect listsofpersons
testing positive for HIV. Thurman
also hasdeclared publicly her in—
tention to persuade the CDC to
study further viable alternatives to
names reportingpriorto issuing its
contemplated recommendation for
this measure early next year.
Joseph Sonnabend, M.D.
Grade: A
Reason: The only surviving
founder of the 10—year—old PWA
Health Group and the plaintiff in
the first AIDS discrimination case
in thecountry (when hisco—optried
to evict his medical practice be—
cause he treated people with
AIDS). Dr. Sonnabendcontinues to
question authority and drug com—
pany hype, and plead for real pre—
vention. History shows that
Sonnabend‘s views frequently
See Report Card on page 29
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Hollywood Gets
A "Trophy"
With the recent success offilms
with Gay content, such as My Best
Friend‘s Wedding and In & Out,
Island Pictures is hopping on the
bandwagon to make its own Gay—
themed feature. Trophy Boys is
loosely based on the Aug. 18 New
York magazine cover story about
muscle boys in search ofsugar dad—
dies. Island Pictures President
Mark Burg has described the film
as a "Gay version ofHow ToMarry
A Millionaire," the 1953 comedy
starring Lauren Bacall and Marilyn
Clintonat the
Monroe as Manhattan golddiggers. historic HRC dinner in
Washing—
Look for producer Howard ton DC. The~actresses should
en—
Rosenman to begin production next
joy theirtime together while they
summer, with a release in early _ can.Heche
has several films she is
1999.

Looking For
Gay Cinema
% Anew documentary is giving
people a fresh (and Gay) perspec—
tive on some classic films. TheSil—
ver Screen/Color Me Lavender is
atightly paced look at old films like
Crossfire, Desert Fury and
Yolanda and the Thief, revealing
the sometimes startling Gay
subtext . Director Mark Rappaport

~ preparing for and DeGeneres will
be starring opposite Matthew
McConnaughey in a feature film
called Ed TV, directed by Ron
Howard, once her show finishes
taping this season.
Gays Dream Of

Genies
More Gay—friendly than the
Academy. Awards, Canada‘s
equivalent Genie Awards are ex—
has chosen great clips including® pected to thrill Gay audiemces when
some of America‘s most beloved they are handed out on Dec. 14.
stars of yesteryear (Bob Hope, This year, the. Gay—themed The
Danny Kaye, etc.) to make his case. Hanging Garden is the second:
Narrated by Gay. actor Dan Butler, most nominated film (with 11
the film is currently appearing on nods) and is expected to pickup
the Gay film festival—circuit, hop— several awards. Last year, the Gay
ing to gain momentum for. Oscar — film Lillies won: several Genies,
and Garden is expected to do just
consideration early next year.
as well. The story of a Gay man
who returns to his childhood home,
Ellen Hits 100
—The. Hanging Garden won the
Ellen celebratedthe taping of its People‘s Choice Award at the
100th episode recently in Holly— Toronto Film Festival. Its main
wood, and invited a few guests to . competition for Best Picture is the
help them celebrate. Asidefrom dramatic film The Sweet Hereafter
series star DeGeneres‘ mother, . about a small town devastated by a
Betty, and partner Année Heche, the school bus crash which kills most
other guests included HRC Execu— of the town‘s children. This year‘s
tive Director Elizabeth Birch, awards mark the twentieth anniver—
GLAAD‘s Chastity Bono, and sary of Outrageous, the Gay—
Kevin Snow, the organizer of the themed film starring the late drag
huge Ellen party in Birmingham, performer Craig Russell winning
Ala. earlier this year. As you may the Best Picture Genie in 1977.
recall, the local ABC affiliate in
Birmingham was the only one to
Gay Love Story
refuse to air the coming—out epi—
sode of Ellen. Kevin defied the Denied Oscar
boycott by throwing a party for
There will be one less Gay—
3,000 people in the largest audito—
themed film for Oscar voters to
rium in town and showing the epi—
consider next year. Turkey‘s Cul—
sode via satellite. Kevin told me
ture Ministry has reportedly re—
that it was a thrill to finally meet
jected the film Hanam to
the woman behind the series. He
represent the country in the Os—
said that Ellen and Anne werevery
car race next year. Each country
nice to him on the set and thanked
is allowed to select one film to
him for all of his hard work on be—
represent it in the best Foreign
half of the show.

Language Film category at the
Oscars (all other categories are
‘open to all films from all coun— —
tries). Turkey has chosen the less—
popular romantic drama Eskiya
over Hanam for Oscar consider—
ation. Hanam, the story of two
men who fall in love in a Turkish
bath, was a surprise hit this year,
but was apparently too controver—
sial for Turkey‘s Culture Minis—
try.
Erotic Film

§

Controversy
Just what is happening in the
world of erotic cinema to cause
so much turmoil? With the annual
Gay Erotic Video Awards Show
just around the corner, suddenly
one of the participating film com—
panies is not happy with the way
things are being run. According
to the event organizers, three days
after the nominations were an—
nounced, Centaur Films sent
thema certified letter asking for
the names and addresses of all of
T NT
5
the judges and their qualifica—
y
CAL
ONLY
tions. The letter also includedre—
quests for financial statements for
the past two years‘ shows, as well
as questioning whether the non— .
profit organization Being Alive
Br ERAELEF
was a "worthy AIDS charity." A
second letter sent by Centaur re—
_ (901) 278—9768
quested the information within
{GIFTCERTIFICATES: AVALABE‘
seven days and threatened court
action —and was followed—up by
a phone call from its attorney.
young women in Chatauqua
While the event organizers con—
~Countyin upstate New York. This
tend that Centaur is merely upset
reporter approached complex is—
that they didn‘t receive certain
—_ sues without preconceptions and
womtimations they felt they de—
served, the film company does havebeen controversial, but almost was willing to dig for the tough
facts. Hopefully, her efforts will >
have reason to question the fair— always have been right.
not
be ‘overshadowed by The
ness of an awards program that
Katherine Shindler —
Times‘ recent descent into biased,
is basically run by one oftheir —
(Miss America)
sensational journalism in covering
competitors. This controversy
~Grade: A
7 the Gay community and AIDS or—
_.
won‘t help event organizers in
ReasonFor early identification % ganizations
%
their quest to lure the more main—
stream ‘celebrities who oftenap— of AIDS prevention as a priority —
_ 413 Hope Street and
pear as judges and special guests during her reign; Shindler already
_ Damon Waylon
at the event. For their part, Being has directed $10,000 in grantsto
Lesbian
and
Gay
youth
groups
to
Grade: A
Alive has pledged its continued
promote:
HIV—related
education.
—
Reason:
For trying —to counter
support of the event, despite the
battle between the organizers and Impervious to potential political AIDS hysteria instead of feeding
Centaur Films. What remains to backlash, she showed she has much on it. Although Fox is considering
dropping this series about a New
be seenis whether or not Centaur to offer as Miss America. —*
;
—
4
<
=_
York
City outreach houseforteens,
will in fact pursue its claim in
AIDS Foundation of Chicago
this show has been sensitive and
court, and what changes might
«honest in handling HIV issues
(AFC)
come about. Stay tuned!
"amongreal—life kids, whethe
~
Grade: A
r Gay
Reason For tireless and inten— or straight. Waylon created the
That‘sAll,
sive lobbying and community mo— show to thank the crisis center that
bilization
efforts that prompted the supported him during his own
Folks...
state to approve an emergency $5 troubled youth.
This column is the last Deep
million appropriation this past
Inside Hollywood by yours truly.
spring to save ADAP in Illinois.
Minnesota Department of
Beginning with the next install—
This, and related appropriations,
Commerce
ment, I‘ll be passing the baton to
moved Illinois from having one of
Grade: A
Romeo San Vicente, a talented —
the worst to one of the nations best
Reason: For issuing a first—of—
and dashing — young man who
ADAP programs.
its—kind directive to all insurers
will continue to provide you with
doing business in Minnesota: that
the inside scoop on queer Holly—
Jane Gross, reporter for
no company can refuse to insure in—
wood. Ta ta!
The New York Times
dividuals solely because the
Grade: A
individual‘s spouse or partner is
Miss Paige Turner can be
Reason: For her stand—out series HIV posmve
reached through this publication
covering HIV—exposure among
or
by
e—mail
at
paige@planetout.com.
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Continued from page 28
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Historic Meeting

Held

Between

Tutu for his work to include pro—
tections on the basis of sexual ori—
entation in the new South African
constitution. Perry shared how this
accomplishment has helped to mo—
bilize the American Gay Rights
Movement in seeking protections
from the United States Congress,
including laws that would ensure
basic rights to Lesbian, Gay,:
transgendered and bisexual citizens
Nobel Peace Prize winner Arch— to work for a living without the fear
bishop Desmond Tutu for a wide— of discrimination.
ranging discussion of human rights
Both Archbishop Tutu and Rev.
issues. Others in attendance for this Perry discussed the roles that reli—
~historic meeting included the gion plays in the on—going debates
archbishop‘s wife, Leah; Rev. around sexual orientation. Arch—
Perry‘s spouse, Phillip DeBlieck; bishop Tutu noted that religious
and the Rev. Andre Muller, fundamentalists have questioned
UFMCC area coordinator for South the rightofthe government to add
Africa.
sexual orientation to the South Af—
The meeting began with cordial rican Constitution and want simple
greetings, following by Archbishop answers to life‘s hard questions.
Tutu‘s request that the group open "Some people alwaystry to take the
in prayer. The archbishop led the Bible literally and legalistically,"
group in a prayer of welcome and he said, adding "Quoting the Bible
affirmation.
is not enough."
During the meeting, Rev. Perry
The archbishop further stated,
expressed thanks to Archbishop "Parents must love their children.
A meeting of historic signifi—
cance to the Gay, Lesbian, bisexual
and transgendered communities
took place on Dec. 12 as two inter—
nationally recognized human rights
activists met in Johannesburg,
South Africa.
The Rev. Troy D. Perry, mod—
erator of the Universal Fellowship
of Metropolitan Community
Churches (UFMCC) met with

Desmond Tutu and Troy D.

It is a shame that fathers still teach
their sons not to cry as though that
would make them seem like a
woman. Fathers teach their sons
not to have real feelings. Every
human being should rejoice and
celebrate both our masculine and
feminine sides."
’
Rev. Perry and Archbishop Tutu
also reviewed a range of other hu—
man rights issues, including their
common opposition to the death
penalty.
Archbishop Tutu discussed his
work as chair of South Africa‘s
Truth and Reconciliation Commis—
sion, which will conclude its work
in June of 1998. At that time, Tutu
will become a visiting professor at
Emery University in Atlanta, Ga.
— Rev. Perry extended an invita—
tion for Archbishop Tutu to address
the 1999 General Conference and
World Jubilee of the Universal Fel—
lowship of Metropolitan Commu—
nity Churches in Los Angeles,
Calif., at which the denomination
will dedicate its new $5 million
UFMCC World Center complex.

January at The Other Side
Open 7 DAYS A WEEK @ 5 pm S—F & 7 pm Sat.

Perry

We raised over $1200

(L—R) The Rev. Troy D. Perry, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, and Phillip R.
DeBlieck (spouse of Rev. Perry).
The archbishop indicted his resi— archbishop is particularly support—
dence in the U.S. at that time made ive of the Universal Fellow—
— it more likely that he might be able ship of Metropolitan Community
to accept the invitation.
Churches and... would like to meet
The meeting finished with Rev. Rev. Perry. As you know this has
Perry assuring the Archbishop that been exhausting and demanding
he is surrounded with the prayers work to which he is devoting all of
of all MCCers for continued good his energy and attention."
However, on Dec. 8th, an aide
health after his recent bout with
prostate cancer.
to the archbishop phoned with the
Due to the international atten— news that a scheduling change had
tion focused upon the archbishop‘s made it possible for Archbishop
work with the South African Truth Tutu to meet with Rev. Perry.
& Reconciliation Commission, the
UFMCC is the world‘s largest
meeting almost did not take place. organization meeting the faith
A message to Rev. Perry from the needs of the Gay, Lesbian, bisexual
archbishop‘s staff initially noted and transgendered communities.
that the meeting needed to be can— Founded in 1968, UFMCC is com—
celed because of "the exhausting posed of 300 local congregations
hearings involving Mrs. Winnie in 15 countries. Official member—
Madikezela—Madela and the State ship exceeds 46,000, and more than
Security Council," which ran a 225,000 persons attend the services
week over the time scheduled for and programs of the UFMCC an—
them. In the message, the nually.
archbishop‘s assistant said, "The
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TALKING PERSONALS
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HUNDREDS OF GUYS To EHGOGSE

CollThe900numbei to Vrespondkto ads, Browseunl—istéd ads, or retrieve messages. Only $1.99 per er

MY HAND‘S TIRED | haven‘t been in
a relationship for three years so I‘m
hungry to meet someone. I‘m a good
looking, extremely hairy, White male,
32, 59, 18O0lbs, with Blond hair and
Brown eyes. I have a penchant for
swarthy men with dark hair and skin, but
| want to meet guys of any race.
(Batesville) #2565
Uniro
ver

STRIVING FOR G
120,
5 to 40, who‘s self—
— supportir
rthy, healthy, honest,
and willing to be friends first. Absolutely
no drugs, please. #10974
BRANCHING OUT Muscular, very
well endowed, Bi, Black male, 58,
190lbs, seeks bottoms, couples,
Transvestites, and Transsexuals, for hot
times. #10674
BREAK THE ICE Friendly, easy going,
White male, 63, 265lbs, with Brown
hair and eyes, seeks someone to talk to
and get to know. I enjoy drawing,
movies, dancing, and making new
friends. I‘m in northwest Arkansas.
#26581

BLACK IS BACK Attractive, laid back,
Black male, 510, 185lbs, seeks another
sexy, loving, Black mole, 21 to 55, for
good times. I enjoy just about everything
so let‘s get to it. { oiumbus) ©10248

RUGGED GULF COASTER | travel
between the gulf coast and Louisville and
want to make friends with other very
masculine, slim, White males, who enjoy
a little man to man contact. I‘m a
rugged, handsome, 35 year old, White
maﬁa, 6ft, 18O0lbs, with glond hair and
Blue eyes. (Louisville) #1157
WHERE‘S MY MARLBORO MAN?
I‘m looking for a masculine, outdoorsy
uy, who‘s a top. I‘m a good looking,
84 year old, Black male, 64, 245lbs.
I‘m a female impersonator. I love
movies, music, performing, and an
occasional evening at the clubs. I like tall
men but race is not an issue. (Tupelo)
#22314

GOT A JOB? i‘m a good looking, 28
year old, White male, bottom seeking
a White male, top. You should be
between 18 and 30, clean, and
employed. Tupelo} #1366
HUNG UP ON HAIR I‘m a fun
loving, sexy, attractive, 32 year old,
White male, 6‘4, l73lbs, with Brown
hair and Blue eyes. | want to hook up
with hairy, well endowed, younger
guys, 18 to 32. #1011
SE HABLA ESPANOL? This 36 year
old, italian male, is a school teacher. |
love Spanish and French, which are the
subjects I teach. I also enjoy travel. If
you‘re between 30 and 40, and are
let‘s talk right away. 22334

JAM SESSIONS I‘m a 38 year old,
White male, musician, 38, 6ft, 1 40lbs,
with long, dark Brown hair and Green
eyes. l'cPlike to meet slender, well built,

guys to get together with for fun. I
enjoy music, videos, movies, quiet |
times at home, and all easy going, laid
back, pursuits. I like guys over 32,
especially those with mustaches and
hairy bodies, though these aren‘t
requirements. (Antioch) #2294
LAID BACK BUD Honest, caring,
outdoorsy, masculine, Gay, White
male, 32, 61, 18O0lbs, with Red hair,
Blue eyes, a mustache and trimmed
beard, seeks a similarly down to earth,
stable guy for a relationship. I enjoy
camping, canoeing, most types oi
music, dancing, and much more. |
work in Nashville. (Clarksville)
#7231
POSITIVE PARTY Very attractive,
very horny, very well hung, White,
male couple, seek other hot, horny,
hung studs, for sexual partying. I‘m
6‘4, 180lbs, with dark hair, Bigue eyes,

and a hairy body. My partner is 510,
155lbs, with Brown hair and Gray
eyes. I‘m versatile, but he‘s more of a
top and a voyeur. We smoke and drink
a git, and are both HIV positive, but
healthy. (Columbia) #2139
A CRY FOR BI GUYS it‘s hard to
find Bi, Black, and Hispanic guys, in
this area. I‘m a very attractive, we
educated, Black male, 25, 6ft, 230ibs,
with a husky build. Let‘s hook up and
see what happens. (Germantown)
29160

SPECIAL BULLETIN This nice
looking, 18 year old, White male, 6f,
200lbs, with Blond hair and Blue eyes
hopes to find a long term relationship
with an honest guy who
likes to have fun. I
enjoy spending
\_
time outdoors,
dancing at
the clubs,
and sharing
Charge It!
special times
with the
people | care
*d
about.
{Jackson)
1—800—716—2868
23985
1.99/Min. Must Be 18+

LOW KEY GUY Low key,
professional, White male, 39,61,
190lbs, with average looks, is not out,
so it‘s hard for me to meet people. I‘d
like to get together with someone for
friendship and good times. I love
traveling. [Henderson) #6106
SHOPPING SPREE This attractive,
fun loving, Black male, 24, 59, with a
short, low haircut, and Brown eyes,
likes meeting new people, reading,
and shopping. I want to make some
interesting new friends. [Humboldt]
29405
ROUND THE WORLD Young,
attractive Asian, is a world traveler. I‘m
a sexy, friendly, good—looking, 26 year
old, 511, 170lbs, Black hair, dark
eyes, and dark, hairy skin. I‘ll be
traveling to Brazil soon, want to come?
if you‘re a good—looking man, 18 to

ﬁg, with an attractive body, you could
e my travel companion. White skin a
plus. {Jackson) #5485
A NATURAL FIT African American
bottom, in my early 30‘s, seeks a
masculine, African American top, 25
to 40, who‘s fun loving, trustworthy,
and willing to be friends before we get
too serious. You should be discreet and
a non drug user. (Memphis)
210975
THE TAN MAN This discreet, safe,
good looking, 20 year old, White _
male, 5‘11, 168!bs, with Brown hair,
Brown eyes, and a great tan, seeks a
similar guy, who doesn‘t smoke, for
good times and stuff. (Memphis)
#10272
HOPELESSLY DEVOTED This Gay,
White, Transvestite, 42, 5511, 160lbs,
is looking for a man who needs a full
time girlaiendi I‘m very feminine, a
great cook and housekeeper, pass
easily, and love to take care of my
man, in every way, especially in ways
other women wouldn‘t even consider. |
take pride in being a woman and can‘t
wait to cater to your every whim.
{Memphis) ©6232

CALL NO w!

Customer frtrettre —

SEXY CEO TYPE? This Single, Black
male, seeks a strong, good looking,
well built, extremely masculine,
professional, Black male, who‘s
intelligent, discreet, aggressive, and
able to travel. I prefer tall, bald
headed guys, 30 to 45, who weigh
less than 185ibs. Please only respond
if you‘re able to travel because I live in
Cleveland. (Memphis) #81937
THEY LOVE ME AT THE GYM This
very handsome, broad shouldered,
popular, 30 year old, White male,
510, 165lbs, with long, Blond hair,
Blue eyes, smooth skin, and a great
build, seeks similar, muscular, athletic,
Blond males, with big, ticklish feet.
(Memphiis} ©9848
BIG RIGThis masculine, good
looking, Whi
e, 49, 6ft, with Salt
and Pepper hair, has over 9 inches
and is seeking similar men with similar
equipment. (Memphis) #9510
BEST FOOT FORWARD I‘m
interested in meeting a guy who |
shares my fascination for feet and
socks. I love ‘em. This attractive, Gay,
White male, 559, 1 55lbs, with Blonc?
hair and Blue eyes, is most attracted to
guys around my size, between 25 and
A5. A relationship is possible with the
right guy. (Memphis) #9292
HORNY FOR HAIRY I‘m a good
looking, horny, 40 year old, White
male, 5‘10, with Blond hair, Blue eyes,
a beard, and a moderately, hairy
body. I‘m into other big, hairy guys.
(Memphis) 29043
EXTRA ORDINARY I‘m a healthy,
ood looking, African American male,
1, 62, 213lbs, seeks a loving,
compassionate guy, 24 to 36, with a
love of life and good sense of humor. |
like being outdoors, going out to eat,
and a ittle romance. Let‘s go for
something a little out of the ordinary.
(Memphis) #8411
INDEPENDENT SPIRIT This nice,
honest, sincere, Gay male, 26, 6,
145ibs, seeks someone to become
friends, and possibly more with. I‘m
independent, well rounded, down to
earth, and open to trying new things. I
like movies, going out to eat, relaxing
at home, and socializing. (Memphis)
#28746
BEAUTIFUL FRIENDSHIP | need a
oung, Gay, White male, 24 to 30.
his 23 year old, White male, 5‘11,
190lbs, clean shaven, with Blond hair
and Blue eyes, likes movies, camping,
hiking, anglive music. I hope you

have a sense of humor and are
relationship minded. {(Memphis}
#8585
PRIVATE SHOW I‘m a professional,
Gay, White male, Transvestite, in my
early 40‘s, 57, 135lbs, with a
smooth, toned, sculpted, swimmer‘s
build. I‘d like to meet other clean cut,
professional, Gay, White males and
Transvestites, for fun. | enjoy cultural
events, dinners, and going to the show
clubs. [Memphis) 1:3546

PROFESSORIAL PAL Athletic college
professor, 53, 56, 155lbs, into
snowskiing, ice skating, rollerblading,

iking, classical music, vegetarian food,
swimming, theater, open and honest
conversation, cuddlin , long term
relationships, and mailing iends, seeks
a Gay, White male, 25 to 40, who‘s
healthy, responsible, and able to share
his feelings, for friendship or more.
(Memphis) #8351
STUD SEARCH This good looking, 25
year old, Gay, Black male, wants to
meet someone in the area. [Memphis)
#8159
THE KING OF KINK I‘m a Bi, White
mole who gets kinky. Very kinky. I
wanna talk
other
Bi guys who like
things a little unusual.. (Memphis)
27934
WILD IMAGINATION I‘m a very well |
built guy with a wild imagination and
I‘d like to meet some guys to have fun
with. This 30 year old, Gay, White
male, 63, 204lbs, with Black hair,
Green eyes, and a trimmed beard and
mustache, is looking forward to meeting
you. (Memphis) #7743
TANGO IN THE BIBLE BELT | love
women and children but I have another
side to me too. This nice looking, Single,
White male, wants to make friends with
a guy I can be myself with. I‘d like to do
some fun, interesting, exotic things.
(Memphis) #770
SERVICE STOP i‘m an attractive, 35
ear old, White male, 6‘1, with dark

hair and eyes, a clean shaven face, and
a little chubby around the waist. I‘m
interested in meeting in shape guys who
need servicing. Younger guys a plus.
(Memphis) #7523
A LOT IN COMMON I‘m a White
male in my early thirties looking for
other White males in their early thirties.
Let‘s talk. (Memphis) #7648
PARAMOUNT PICTURE This hot,
southern stud, 45, 6‘2, 190lbs, with
light, Brown hair, Green eyes, a
mustache, hairy
body, and large
endowment, wants to settle down with a
handsome, hard workin , fit, financially
secure guy, 25 to 45, who enjoys
movies, the beach, the outdoors, and
traveling. Your emotional security is
paramount. I look forward to cuddling
together in the evenings. (Memphis)
#7093
UNDER MY SKIN This good looking,
30 year old, Gay, White male, 5‘9,
l7glbs, with a couple of body piercings
and a hairy chest, seeks guys who are
uncut, like me, for hot play sessions: Be
around my age. (Memphis) #2805
NEED A PHYSICAL? This medical
student in Memphis wants to make some
friends. (Memphis) #7041
ARTS AND SMARTS This older Gay,
White male, 6ft, 170lbs, with artistic
and intellectual interests, in addition to
sexual ones, seeks a congenial, Ga
friend, preferably feminine. (Memphis)
ﬁ6758
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Call The 200 number to respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrie
A LOT TO HANDLE !‘d like to hook up INDEPENDENT SPIRIT This
with a mature guy, under 45, who‘s
aftractive, Gay, Black male, 6ft, wants to
hung, big and thick. I‘m a good looking, meet a similar guy to spend quiet times,

VYhite male, 6f, kle‘iiOlbs, with Brag?1 hair,
Blue eyes, a worked out
, and hai

chestell’m versatile and | trail nights. I 7
enjoy traveling and going to concerts.
(Memphis) #6738
PORN PARTY Hot, muscular, very
ood looking, White male, in my late

80’s, wants to hook up with other sexy
men to watch porn, party, and have a
great time. (Memphis) #6329
THE CLOWN IN SPAWN I‘m an
attractive, 37 year old, Puerto Rican
male, 5‘3, 1 1 5lbs. I love to dress up as a
woman and I‘m very outgoing.
(Memphis) #6206
FRIENDS OR FOREVER Professional,
attractive,
Gay, Black male, 25, 61, with
a medium build, Brown skin, and Brown
eyes, seeks friends to talk to and have fun
with. I prefer other masculine, Gay, Black
males, 18 to 40, who are g
conversationalists. More can happen if
we both want it to. (Memphis) #6309
MR. SNIFFIT I‘m looking for a butch,
uncut, White man. If your nickname is
Mr. Skin, Mr. Smelly, Mr. Doorknob, Mr.
Beercan, or Mr. Cheese, this butch,
ted, hairy bear, 48 years old, 6‘1,
220lbs, needs it bad. (Memphis)
249991
MALE MINDED Nice looking, rugged,
Bi, White male, in my mid 30‘s, serfs
young,
White males and couples, for hot
times. (Memphis) #6032 _
BLACK DISCRETION 25 year old,
Black male desires to meet a discreet,
Black male, between 20 and 25. Sound
like you? (Memphis) #5687
MR. AMERICA I‘m 35 years old, 6f
tall, 235lbs, buzz haircut, Brown eyes
with a 49 inch chest, 18 inch arms, and
36 inch waist. I‘m very masculine an
very muscular. (Memphis) #5002
TRAPPED IN A SMALL CITY (52d
seeking a mature, sexy, open min
indivicllial, who likesz dih: out, travel,
and enjoy music and quiet times at
home. I‘m a unique individual, 29 years
old, quite educated, financially
independent, and I‘m 5‘11, 180lbs.
(Memphis) #5050
FOOT PATROL I‘m looking for a sexy

guy with big hands and big fe t. This
airy, horny, 35 year old, Gay, Black
male, 510, lBOIhs, with Black hair and
Brown eyes, likes ‘em big. (Memphis)
#2293
SUBMISSIVE SISSY This sexy,
Transvestite, a sissy all my life, loves
servicing men. | give the best oral service

you‘ll ever find. I also love to take it like a
man, if you know what I mean. I [ust love
men. If you need that big thing taken
care of, you know who to calfJ (Memphis)
#2382
RIDE OF YOUR LIFE If you‘re looking
for a good time, this hot looking, Black
male, wants you to come party with me.
I‘ll give you the ride of yourlife.

(Memphis) #4440

U¥S TOCHOGSE FROMI CALL_I

‘messages. Only $1.99 per.—minute. ae te

and fun times, with. I enjoy talking on
the phone and doing lots of things

together. You should be serious minded,
independent, and know where you‘re
going in life. (Memphis) 124459

SWEET TOOTH SEEKS SUGAR
DADDY This 23 year old, Gay, White
male, with a supersized sweettooth
seeks a supersized sugar daddy, to
satisfy it. No penny candy. I‘m shopping

for bulk quantity. Only fine confections
wanted. <Sour balls need not apply. I‘m
slender, good looking, well enchowed,
and have dark hair and eyes.
(Memphis) ©4265
THE HAIR BARE BUNCH Good
looking, very masculine, Gay, White
male, gottam, 40, 6ft, 195lbs, with short
Brown hair, Hazel eyes, and a hairy
body, likes one on one; and group, sex
with other rugged, hairy, well endowed
men, of any age. I like porno videos,
shooting pool, cooking, barbecuing,
and relaxing by the pool or hot tub. I‘ll
lick ou head to toe. (Memphis)
B
MOVIES AND MATES Good
looking, middle aged, Gay, White
male, %’l 1, 185lbs, seeks hiendship
with a similar guy who likes movies,
Eoing out to eat, and quiet evenings at
ome. (Memphis) ©3918
THE TIME HAS COME I‘m ready to
meet someone outgoing, attractive, fun
loving, and relationship minded. Is it
youﬁMemphis) 23635
DON‘T LEAVE ME AT HOME | don‘t
like to stay home so I‘d like to make a
new friend who‘ll be my workout
partner and engage in many other
activities with me. I‘m a nice looking, 22
year old, White male, in good shape,
with Blond hair, Blue eyes, and a good
tan. My interests include bike riding,
hiking, the beach, movies, music, clubs,

basegall, and swimming. I love to try
new things. (Memphis) #3629
BODILY BLESSED Masculine, sexy,
48 year old, White male, built and hung
to last, seeks other horny men for hot
times. (Memphis) #38662
ALL PLAY AND NC WORK I‘m just
looking for some hot guys to play with.
I‘m a very muscular, White male, 62,
with Brown hair and Hazel eyes.
(Memphis) #3673
MAKE DADDY PROUD Daddy
wants to meet a nice guy to share some
good times with. You should be a fine,
young, man who is honest, trustworthy,
compassionate, healthy, and drug free.
(Memphis) #3442
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE LIGHT
This is the season when I come into
bloom because I‘m an outdoor person
through and through. I‘m a Gay, White
male, 47, 175lbs, with Blond hair and
Blue eyes. I love the flowers, the beach,
long horseback rides, and other
activities. Hope you call soon.
(Memphis) #2283

LIFE EMBRACING | just moved to the
area and want to meet some life
embracing, Black males to hang out
with. I‘m a young, good looking, Black
male. I try to find some fun in
everything. (Memphis) #1481

NASHVILLE NEED This attractive, 29
year old, Gay, White male, 62, 175lbs,
with Brown hair and Blue eyes, seeks
other masculine, good looking guys, 21
to 39, for fun, hot times, or more.
(Nashville) 29524

SMOOTH AND SCULPTED This
professional, Gay, White, Transvestite,
in my 40‘s, 5°7, 135lbs, with a toned,
smooth, sculpted, swimmer‘s build,
seeks other clean cut, professional, Gay
males, and Transvestites for fun. I enjoy
cultural events, dinners, and seek
friendship and whateverit leads to.
(Memphis) #1266

PUMPING BLOOD Muscular, well
built, construction workers get my blood
pumping. I want to worship your
anytime, anyplace. This good looking, 33
ear ol R “Kile male, can‘t get enoug

IN THE LONG RUN | seek straight
acting, well endowed, dominant tops for
dating. I like honest guys who are fit
and who are hoping to find a long term,
monogamous, relationship, as I am. I‘m
not the type to rush into anything, but

FRAT BOY TYPE I‘m a university frat
bo type, Gay, White male, 23, 5‘10,

will ond hair; Blue eyes, and a wide
variety of interests. l’dllike to meet other
Gay,
White males, 20 to 30, who are
fun and easy going. A sense of humor is
very important. (Memphis) #33496
ALL IN BLACK AND WHITE I‘m a
very handsome, 24 year old, Gay,
Black male, looking {or casual

friendships and maybe
more wi
masculine, good looking, Gay White
males, who work out and are very
discreet. Let‘s have some fun. (Memphis)
#1117
DIRTY TALK 1‘d like to meet other
Gay, White males, around my age, with
nice builds, for no strings fun. I‘m an
attractive,
Gay, White male, 53, 6ft,
165lbs, into the outdoors, planting and
digging in the dirt. I‘m very versaiile

ant?look forward to hearing from you.
(Memphis) ©2376
CAN IT BE TOO HARD? | wonder
why I always have a problem finding
what I‘m looking for? I‘m an attractive
very muscular, Bi, Black male, originally
from New York. I seek other Bi men, or
very masculine, Gay men, 18 to 35, for
friendship, fun, and games. That
shouldn‘t be too hard, so to speak.
(Memphis) #2384
GAME FOR GOOD THINGS This
good looking, Black male, 6ft, 163lbs,
with medium Brown skin, Black hair and
Brown eyes, is ready to settle down. I‘m
looking
for a friendly, attractive, g
who liges movies, long walks, travel,
and good things like that. (Memphis}
#2194
MEMPHIS SWELL This clean shaven,
24 year old, White male, seeks tops for
good times and, maybe, something
ermanent. I‘m good looking, 6f, with

grown hair and eyes. (Memphis)
21965
IT‘$ MY SERVE Eager, hungry, White
male, seeks well endowed, muscular
uys who get off on being orally served.
gﬂashville) #3832

want to ave some fun while
i I‘m
looking. (Memphis) #1039
BROKEN HEARTED ME This 34 year
old, White male, 6‘2, 170lbs, enjoys the
great outdoors, conversation, and much
more. I‘m ready to start fresh with
someone new. (Nashville) #10618
CIRCLE JERK If you‘re coming to
Nashville, you must come to Buddy‘s.
It‘s just us guys getting together for great
JO. Learn new techniques or just stroke
along with the rest of us. It‘s fun an
safe. Try the circle or do it with a buddy.
(Nashville) #10469
COME TO PAPA If you‘re over 18
and in search of the dad you never had,
give me a call. I‘m a warm, caring,
affectionate daddy who can give you
the understanding and consideration
you deserve. (Nashville) #10472
HORNY HOMBRE This sexy, 28 year
old, Puerto Rican male, 56, 1 30lbs,
loves sex a lot. I‘d like to meet
masculine, Black males, 19 to 40, who
want to get it on. You don‘t have to be
smart or interesting, just horny and fun.
(Nashville) #10328
‘M A FREAK TOO! | know I‘m a
freak but I‘m looking for a crossdressing
male, preferably under 6f, with weight
proportionate. I‘m a good looking, sexy,
White male, 6ft, 200lbs. (Nashville)
#10216
SPIRITUAL BOND This good looking,
27 year old, White male, with a fit, trim,
muscular build, is spiritually inclined
and has Christian tendancies. I‘m
seeking new friends and a lasting
relationship with a loving
compassionate, good looking man, who
loves the outdoors and taking care of
himself. I have my own home and want
to share my life with someone sincere
honest, dependable, caring, and stable.
(Nashville) #10210
PARIS PAL !‘m looking for someone to
0 out with. I like shooting pool,
gancing, camping, fishing, watching
movies, traveling, and more. I‘m a g
looking, hairy, White male, 511,
148lbs, wi dark, Brown hair, a
mustache and trimmed beard, and a
deep tan. (Paris) 29961

hot action. Well hung a big plus. I also
love phone sex. (NailiVille) 26630
DEVELOPING CRUSH Buffed, good
looking, Blond haired, Blue eyed, White
male, 19, seeks a friend to hang out with.
Maybe more will develop. (Nashville)
#4970
GAY PAREE I‘m looking for a
relationship with a nice guy in the area.
I‘m a good
looking, smooth bodied,

White male, 31, 510, 170lbs, with dirty,
Blond hair and Hazel eyes. Let‘s meet and
see if magic occurs. (Paris) 26769
LONGING TO SHARE Good looking,
25 year old, Black male, 55, 162lbs,
with Black hair and Brown eyes, seeks
someone for friendship or more. M
hobbies include spencling time outdoors,

dancing, clubbing, shopping, cooking,
and sharing. (Trenton)
76
GROUP WITH GUSTO I‘m a fun
loving, in shape, Bi, White male, 6‘2,
180lbs, with Ereown hair, Brown eyes,

and average features. I‘d like to meet two
or three other Bi, White males for regular,
weekly encounters. (Union City) #8845
LET‘S DO A WAVE Sports loving,
White male, 31, 62, 180lbs, with Brown
hair and eyes, seeks a masculine, good
looking guy, 22 to 32, who likes sports,
ancing, and general good
times. I love
watching college basketball and football
on tv. Let‘s work on a long term
relationship, or at least a friendship.
(Union City) #7541
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ENOUGH?
LEATHERLINK
1—900—288—5847
18+, $1.99/MIN. c/s 415—281—3183

FOR YOUR FREE AD CALL 1—800—546—6366. THE MANFINDER.. SYSTEM WILL DO THE REST!

r
J}
CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercial ads are FREE. Limit of 30
words (including address or phone
number) and a $2 charge for the use of
our P.O. box. Please specify if you
want to use our P.O. box. Commercial
ads are charged at the rate of 20¢ per
word, $3 Minimium. Phone numbers
and zip codes are free. Deadline for
ads is the 15th of each month. Send
ads to Triangle: Journal News, Box
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Classifieds must be submitted in writ—
ing and must include your name and a
telephone number where you can be
reached to verify the ad. If you would
like a copyofthe issueyourad appears
in, please send $1 to cover postage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announce—
mentsand classifieds must be re—sub—
mitted each month, in writing, by the
15th of the month.
SISTER PAIRS NEEDED FORSTUDY
OF ADULT SISTERS. University pro—
fessor is looking for volunteers to com—
plete a survey about how the lives of
adult sisters are similar or different. To
participate, please contact: Esther
Rothblum, Box 267, John Dewey Hall,
University of Vermont, Burlington, VT
05405, tel. 802—656—4156 and request
either two surveys (one for you and the
other for one sister) or else give both
addresses and you and your sister will
receive identical surveys.

Bro & BREAKFAST
Ozark Bed & Breaktast—5 woodedacres
of privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclu—
sive resort for men & women. Hot tub.
Country Club privileges. Greenwood
Hollow Ridge, Rt. 4, Box 155, Eureka
Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—5283.
The Arbour GlenBed & Breakfast—Circa
1896: Located on Eureka Springs His—
toric District loop close to downtown
shops & restaurants. Completely reno—
vated for comfort but still maintaining
its old world charm, elegance & ro—
mance. Picturesque tree—covered hol—
low. The Arbour Glen, #7 Lema, Eu—
reka Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—
9010.

H

837—1859, Ext. 8742, or 1—800—MEN—
COCK.
PERSONALS
HOT

GAY

STUDS

1—800—981—4864

(HUNG)

WW W.DICKHUNT.COM —

Gay Love Secrets. Having problems,
need that special someone or maybe
you wantto keep what is already yours.
For free information write: JMP Enter—
prises, P.O. Box 247, Livonia, LA 70755
GBM, very good—looking, masculine, —
55", 126#, 35—years—old, brown eyes, :
clean—shaven, hairy chest, small waist,
Carps & Girts
very hairy around genitals, penis is 8"
Gay tissue box covers for sale. For
and somewhat thick. I am looking for
information send SASE to: JHA, PO
the
perfect man to settle down with in a
Box 924, Clarksdale, MS 38614—0924.
one—on—one relationship. Prefer GWM,
Massace Services
30—50. I‘ve had enough sex, so don‘t
. Califor—
call just for sex. No bisexuals or mar—
nia trained, certified body—worker offer—
ried men. Call Dwight at 901—475—4964,
ing therapeutic and sports massage.
any time.
1"/, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
Gloryholes Guide! Tennessees Best
Personalized gift certificates available.
locations to get or give oral satisfac—
Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. (901) 278—
tion! A PLAIN DISCREET envelope
9768.
will be mailed back to you. Send $5:
MopELs
Metroplex—TJN, Box 451781, Los An—
Cigar—smoking biker, Master Tony, and
geles, CA 90045. Please be18yo plus
nationwide buddies get down—n‘—dirty to order.
from coast to coast. From TLC to
GWM, 33, 6‘1",—205#, bl hair, hazel
raunch, all callers 18—plus welcome.
eyes, NS, light drinker, drug and dis=
Also record FREE messages 24 hrs. in
ease—free. Likes the simple life. ISO
my Nationwide, Uncensored Bulletin — GWM, 20—40, similar build and interest.
Board and get my FREE Pix, 1—818— I want to meet new friends. Call me at

%

Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
_
_ Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.

Buy a

12 Issues for$15 mailed First Class,

discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.

Phoenix (AlcoholicsAnonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday. 8:00pm Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
7:00 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Sunday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
§
8:00 pm

Open Heart (Al-Anon)
6:00 pm
Tuesday
Thursday
5:30 pm

NAME

STATE

——

ZIP

PHONE

Hundreds nationwide. For Details
SASE to: SMALL, P.0.B. 610294,
Bayside, NY 11361—0294.
?
Well—built, older but better WM, former —
lifeguard "body beautiful," seeks hon—
est, drug—free friends, all ages. May
soon want younger live—in companion
helper. Prefer unassuminng country/
blue—collar type. Answer all sending
photo. Write Dept. L—12, P.O. Box
. 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
—
Room ror RENT
Room for rent—Furnished room, safe,
_ quiet area near 240/Perkins. Private
bath"& phone. $350/month includes
utilities local phone use and cable.

You my; chosen by God
to be who you are —gay,
fesGran or heterosexual.
Afee eapresston ﬂ/
your 4152744421} 43 A ﬁv/

ﬂaw, God in mafé'fiy and
/léé/fo/Zy q/ rcélfxfﬂﬂéf/fyzd.
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Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
&
Thursday
9:00 pm
Discussion (Open) —
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»
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ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
s
&
Mail to: Triangle Journal News
«
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#
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k
f
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Memph,s, TN 38111 0485

Sunday

— 6:00 pm

Discussion¢ (Open)
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For more information,

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the

promulgationand enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay andLesbian community. Business meetings are on

the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
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offer.

%
Discussion (Open)

(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)

CITY

and tell me about yourself; P.O. Box
3499, Memphis, TN 38173.
&
ORAL IN MEMPHIS. Meet local guys
discreetly on The Confidential Con— _
nection®. Record, listen, and respond
to hotpersonal ads FREE!!! 18+ 901—
529—9800 code: 9020.
"Shy!" GWF, 31, heavy—set—but—attrac—
tive,—medical/professional, seeks
friends in Lesbian community, espe—
cially fond of Latina—gente/Spanish—
— speaking females. Searching for that
special "significantother." Currentlylive
in AR with no objections to relocating
when the time is right. "Angélica Rios,"
306. Beech Grove, Forrest City, AR
72335—2007. Phone: (870) 633—5280. .
No age prejudices if over 21 (18+ to
50ish).
Small Endowed? Preterguys whoare?

Meetings at
Memphis LambdaCenter,;—Inc.*
<148$Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379 —

Friday

ADDRESS

1—601—534—9929.
GWM, 36, 63", 200#, good—looking,
long hair with hazel—blue eyes. In good
health, seeking GMM, 21 — 30, slick,
slim & sexy for romantic lover. Will be
waiting to hear from you. Call anytime
(601) 343—5102. MS.
Haven‘t had—much luck finding that
special person this year? Or... now that
it‘s the holiday season, you haven‘t
found anyoneto sharethe season with?
I haven‘t either. Why not start the holi—
days and the New Year right? I‘m late
40s seeking 30s to 50s for LTR. Seri—
ous only, please. Photo with letter to
Dept. P—01, P.O. Box 11485, Mem—
phis, TN 38111—0485 or call J.P. 732—
5212.
Master ISO Slave. Dominant, 35—year—
old W/M, 165#, nice chest hair. Look—
ing for a young, 18—22ish, submissive,
smooth bodied, W/M about 140#, with
boyish Jooks and mannerisms. Skinny
a plus. No diseases. Phone: 373—
6351—Mr. Paul.
MEET GAY COUPLES AND 3—
SOMES. Record, listen and respond to
hot personal ads FREE! 18+ The Con—
fidential Connection® 901—529—9800
code: 9019.
New to Memphis... Looking to meet
honest and sincere guys in the area.
Nice—looking professional GWM, 24,
6‘, 180#, brown hair/eyes recently
moved to Memphis. ISO attractive,
masculine, GWM, 24—30, mediumguild
and serious, monogamous LTR. Write.
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gaffes/f Enircopal gal”ok
*. “525—5502
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M
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but
have not been charged. All phone num—
bers are area code 901 unless otherwise
noted.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
a 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station # 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center*: 2432
Summer ## 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
4513

Tammy's #4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Alternative Restaurant: 553 So Cooper
# 725—7922.
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
Arizona*: 394 North Watkins # 272—9000.
Autumn Street Pub*: 1349 Autumn #
274—8010.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street # 276—
5522.
5
Bill‘s*: 1528 Madison # 278—9321.
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
ter Suites, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
Cactus Cafe: In 501 Club & Crossraods #
274—8655.
Chanaes*: 2586 Poplar # 327—3175.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson #725—8156.
David‘s*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
lilusions*:=2865 Walnut Grove Road #
458—9955.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
— Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—
9839.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
One More*: 2117 Peabody ## 278—8015.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
9794.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar = 726—5263.
Sigréshine Lounge*: 1379 Lamar # 272—
43
The Edge*: 1913 Poplar.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN. # 1—901—668—3749.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
Madison # 725—9896.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem*: Feminist Book Store * 930 S.
Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SER—
VICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates #
327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office #
388—3781.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
ACT UP/Gay Liberation Movement: #
526—7903 Call for meeting place & sched—
ule.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club + Box 42174
Memphis 38174
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
‘Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box
41679, Memphis 38174—1679 = 274—
8321, Dr. Jim Shaw.
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Mem—
phis: Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis38174—2157 #276—
0168, 274—8658.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box
41803, Memphis 38174—1803 # 682—
9928.
s
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
3139 Choctaw Ave. # 323—3111.
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Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
1921.
1336
or
e—mail:
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Square Dance Club + Meets Thurs., 7pm Tsarus: Leather—Levi club » Box 41082,
ALL2GRAPHC@aol.com.
Antique
Warehouse: 2563 Summer #
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 3956
Memphis 38174—1082.
Barr Photography: Call 12—7 + Jackie/
323—0600.
Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 # 387— U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Nadine ## 366—7920.
1567.
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
Body Shop Tanning Center: 599 Erin
Crossroads: African American Gay/bi—
c/o Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
Drive # 821—0086.
sexual/transgendered men‘s motivation/
M 38152 #
278—5825 email: Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 #
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper = 725—
support/social group. # Tony, 757—2039
bgala@cc.memphis. edu.
278—5002.
0521.
or Conrad, erpegues@aol.com.
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu— It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print—
Eagle Pest Control: Jacqueline Behles ®
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F
ing service—resumés, thesis, manu—
= 743—8945.
AIDS Service Organization » 1450 Pop—
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
scripts, etc. # 795—4308.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
lar, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—
narian, Memphis Area = (901) 324—
278—AIDS..
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
1411.
3425. For emergency care call # (901)
Gays Off Cleveland Street (GOCS): So—
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111 RK Photo: Black & white photography,
533—5084.
cial Group » c/o Sunshine Lounge, 1379
# 678—3339.
processing & printing services. Full color David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & ap—
Lamar # 272—9843.
Wings: Social Club Box 41784, Memphis
post card advertising. Call # 452—2766
pliance repair # 274—7011.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
38174—1784.
or e—mail:; btag69a@prodigy.com.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and An—
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible COMPUTER BULLE—
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—
tiques: 2018 Court, (In the Mid—Town
study: Wed. 7 pm; 1559 Madison # 726—
3760.
Flea Market).
9443.
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd
Resumés, ad campaigns,
vate functions » Lisa Gray (ThePeabody
Tues., Healing Service/Eucharist,
letterhead, etc. # 761—
Hotel) = 726—5910.
6pm; Dinner, 6:45pm, $4; Meet—
2980.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
ing 7:30pm » c/o Calvary Epis—
—
HELP & INFORMATION
meditation classes a 682—0855.
copal Church, 102 N. 2nd #525—
LINES
Kings Interior Painting: = 745—3300.
6602.
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Mem—
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
2853.
phis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800— McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
Living Word Christian Church: Wor—
285—7431 (24 hr. help & informa—
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. + 1447
ship Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm,
tion
for
Lesbians,
Gays,
transves—
National, a 327—6887, 327—7395.
Wed. 7 pm « 340 N Garland # 276—
tites & transexuals).
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
0577.
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline:
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
Loving Arms (Support Partners for
# 1—800—347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun.,
ings « 2228 Central # 725—0049.
HIV+ Mothers & Babies; "hold" sa
7pm—11:45pm.).
Midtown
House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
babies at the Med): Shelia
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard:
exp., ref., onsight est., « ## 274—0281
Tankersley, P.O. Box 3368, Mem—
# 324—GAYS + 24—hrs. Live Op—
evenings or weekends.
4
phis, TN 38173 @ 725—6730.
erators 7:30—11pm.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
LINC: # 725—8895.
house sitting by competent, caring couple
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 #
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—
# 726—6198.
355—MAGY for info, e—mail: ujadu—
LIVE.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis #
ban@cc.mem—phis .edu; Bear Trappers
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Business: 377—1075.
website
BBS: Serving Nash—
Suicide
&
Crisis
Intervention:
#
274—
Sanders
Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
com.westhollywood/1772/.
ville & surrounding
7477. —
facility rental « Michael Sanders # 948—
Memphis Center for Reproductive
area # (615)360—
Transvestite—Transexual National
3998.
z
‘
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave #
2837.
Hotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Mon.—Sat.).
272—STAR.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Center (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis
The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson ©
<_ Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union # 726—
LEGAL SERVICES
38174 # 324—4297.
2001 St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 # 358—
1284.
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis: 165
Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place
2089.
Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103 #
for 12—step recovery programs » 1488 Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
The Limo Connection: # 521—0331.
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
526—7526 (24 hrs).
Madison = 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—
Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich— David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870 TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
1461, or 327—3676.
Gatewood # 481—7900.
ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
Union Ave ## 274—6824.
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi—
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples & Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100 Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events »
léesbian Community, 4646 Poplar #682—
group therapy. ## 323—2078 » Sliding fee
N. Main, Ste 2518 # 526—0809.
Box 3713, Memphis 38173 #
170.
scale.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Chet Overstreet, 274—1217 George
TropicalImpressions: Pet Shop & Groom—
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Ettinger, e—mail: safehmec@aol.com.
ing Salon « 3700 S. Mendenhall # 794—
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435. Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
3047 or 365—9716.
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen, Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
chological Counselor » Simmons, Kelman Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste Vantek: Internet Services « Box 111324,
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Memphis 38111—1324 = 324—4999, e—
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste
806, # 728—4000.
%
Mid—South AIDS Mastery Workshop:
mail: viadmin@vantek.net.
316 # 369—6050.
Ronnie Gardino # 767—2182 or e—mail at
LODGING
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist French Quarter Suites: 2144 Madison # Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
msaidmstry@aol.com.
Sandra & Troy Whittington = 685—8410.
*
Centerpoint,
5180
Park
Ave.
Ste
150
#
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
523—8912
Free estimates, 24 hr. service.
767—1066.
Memphis 38174—1822.
MASSAGE SERVICES
National Organization for Women Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
A Bodywise Company: Therapeutic/ Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney De—
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
sports massage by appointment. # 377—
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
0982 # 272—0560.
velopments: 194 LooneyAve. #525—3044.
7701.
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 # 726—
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Al—
Jerry Everett, Realtor Associate, Pyra—
_
Bodycare
By
Jordan:
Deep
tissue
mas—
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
coholics): Memphis Lambda Center #
mid Realtors: 134 Timber Creek Drive
sage, therapeutic touch and preparation
Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382—
276—7379 or 454—1414.
# 753—6300.
for movement. By appointment only. = Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Wood—
3880.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbi—
527—2273.
ans & Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
land Realty: # 377—1057.
© Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Sowell
roup Counseling # 761—9178.
Memphis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
& Company:54 S. Cooper #278—4380,
DENTAL SERVICES
# 521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
Fax 278—4390.
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 # 1—800— William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist «776
Massage
by
Jim:
=
Pager
541—0579.
562—3383 for information.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Mt. Moriah ## 685—5008.
Massage by Michael: = 278—5475.
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380,
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Massage by Sharah: Full—body, by ap—
454—1414.
Fax 278—4390, Home 725—1818, Pager
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, account—
pointment
only,
male
and
female
#
753—
533—0620.
River City Men‘s Chorus: Box 12837,
ing, estate planning # 753—1413.
9449.
Memphis 381182—0837 # 276—3471 Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
TRAVEL____
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
(Charles Friedman).
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave., Ste 305 #
sage
by
appointment.
#
761—7977
or
Safe Harbor MCC: Pastor Greg Bullard,
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
458—0152.
Beeper 575—1230.
2117 Union Ave., Chapel # 458—0501.
Second # 525—5302.
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
FLORISTS
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Travel Customized by Jean Morris:
massage
by
appointment.
Please
call
Botanica:
937
S.
Cooper,
#274—5767,
1—
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Member International Gay & Lesbian
10am—10pm # 278—9768. —
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Travel
Association # 465—2936.
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
MEDIA
Western Dance Club # 278—9321
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED
Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803. —
Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
Southern Sisters: Support group for
AT THESE LOCATIONS
paper focusing on addictions & recov—
transexual women (male to female) # Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
Sweetpeas: 597 South Holmes # 324—
ery. Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, & Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332.
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
2733.
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
Nashville TN # (901) 377—7963.
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
726—5521.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly news—
sive Christian Church + Sun. Service
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
paper published by Printers Ink « Box Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
6:30 p.m., meets at the Center, 103 ALL2GRAPHC DESIGN: Logos, letter—
Rd. Ext. # 683—9801.
11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 # 454—
Berry Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 # (615)
head, ad campaigns, T—shirt design, il—
1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, E—mail: Memphis and Shelby County Public Li—
269—3480.
lustration, web pages, billboards. # 272—
brary: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
TJNmemphis@aol.com.
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/ —
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Mendenhall Rd S. # 682—3326.
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 = 357—
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—— OPEN 24 HOURS ——
MEMPHIS
AT PLAY
§
To

[L_
A

Happy Hour — Noon to 7 p.m.

Tommy # Ferrel
Larry * Billy .
Jason # Ted

725—1909
NIGHT

Door Cover ‘3
es

includ

Hats » Horns

Rass"

1st Beer & Christmas Stocking
Stuffed with Goodies to

Balloon Drop with
Prizes in Balloons

include$

Door Cover ‘5

First 25 People (10 p.m. until ?)

BRIEF SHOW & COUNTDOWN —
SPECIAL
1 1:45 p.m. to 12:15 a.m.
CHRISTMAS
11
#
‘MiseHiver City"
#

SHOW

(Countdown Included)

p.m.
Her Special
*~

After Show...Breakfast Served

Gite

THEN PUT YOUR DANCING SHOES ON FOR
HOT DANCE MUSIC FROM YOUR PAST!!!

Also Special Guest

FOOD SPECIALS

—

Start January

1,

1998

3 p.m. New Year‘s Day — Complimentary Hog Jowl & Black—Eyed Peas

_ [—
Mondays & Tuesdays — Noon to Midnight .. ..... FREE Domestic Beer with Any Sandwich & Fries
Wednesdays & Thursdays — Noon to. Midnight . ............ FREEFries with Any Sandwich—Order.—.
oce Ask

Fridays — Noon to Midnight ......

Theme: Family Films
ACROSS
61 Physicians‘ gp.
1 Enjoyed Edmund White
62 Exterminators targets
5 Motor—oil additive
S Jet ___
DOWN
11 The Count of Monte ___
1
Condomless
sex, e.g.
13 Hand—lotion ingredient
2
Morales
of
movies
14 So—so grade
3 On pins and needles
15 Not mentioned
4 Bumper—car amusement park ride
16 1994 romantic comedy
5 Croat or Pole
18 1982 Ontkean/Hamilin flick
6 Ripped
20 Spurt
7 Throw, as a baseball
21 Prizm producer
8 Examine thoroughly
22 Finish a J
9 Sea slitherers
23 1991 k.d. lang vehicle
10
Former Entertainment Tonight
30 Gymnopedies composer
cohost
32 Emulates an eagle
11 Porn stars do it on cue
33 Catch some z‘s
12 Genetic stuff
34 Make the first play
13 Blood—classification syst.
35 Allen Ginsberg specialty
17 Frankenstein‘s sidekick
36 Lesbian publisher/songwriter
19 Most promiscuous
___ Ben
22 Members of 61—Across
37 Rainbow‘s shape
23 Fat City star
38 Goes the distance
24 Assist
>
39 Lounges around
25
Oliver
of
the
Iran—Contra
scandal
40 1995 comedy/drama
26 Angela who played Tina
43 Sends to the canvas
27 Before, to bards
:
44 South Beach souvenir
28
"___
on
Down
the
Road"
45 "Now I‘ve _/ everything!"
29 Baths
é
47 With 54—Across, 1993 drama
30
Bacon
serving
with an all—star cast
31 Dynamic start?
54 See 47—Across
35 Dick—Dyke go—between
~ 56 Aviator Earhart
36 Young man
57 Milieu of Ellen
38 ___ Alamitos, California
58 Actress Tyson
39 Guard or tackle
59 Once in a blue moon
41 Panasonic rival
— 60 ___ jongg

-l

23

Bartender for Friday Special
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54
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57

58 —

59
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62

42 Arid expanse
45 Multipurpose meat
46 Last word ofa famed palindrome
47 West of the smal screen
48 She‘s Dunn films
49 Court evidence, sometimes
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